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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Once again we have completed another successful school year, a year successful in
athletics, in scholastic achievement, and in social undertakings. The only permanent record
of these events available to the student body is the Patrician-your magazine.
The success of this magazine can be traced directly to the co-operation and hard work
of many people. Much of the credit is deserved by the Patrician staff, who spent many
long hours preparing material and proof-reading. The efforts of their teacher-advisers, Mr.
Bowden and Mr. Cummings who constantly sought to improve the quality of this magazine,
are greatly appreciated as well.
Many members of the student body have contributed toward the success of the year
book. The advertising agents under Gilbert Percy deserve a special vote of thanks, for
without their generous assistance, it would be impossible to finance the publication of the
Patrician. The typists from class llE under Miss Long have done an excellent job in
typing all the material for the year book. We also appreciate the services of those who
wrote t he articles for t he magazine, especially Miss Adams, Miss Cough lin, Mr. Fraser, and
Mr. Marshall, each of whom contributed a fine message.
Then we must not forget the generous support of our advertisers. The only way that
we can repay their investment is to patronize t heir establishments.
And so, on behalf of t he student body, we would like to thank all these, who so
generously contributed to the success of the Patrician.
-David Cook, Ass't. Editor.

PATRICIAN STAFF

FRONT ROW: Mr. Cummings, Poulette Schwitzer, Dovid Cook, Sondro Burdett, Gilbert Percy, Wolter Armes, Eleo no r
Lappin, Mr. Bowden.
SECOND ROW: Ron Wogenburg, Ruth Hicks , Mortin Albert, Chris Wzocny, Geo rge Dennis, Jeon Kucy, Tom Polos ,
Margaret Bonwel l, Mory Jone Bell.

Editor
Assistant Editor Advertising Manager
Business Manager
Sport's Editors
Class News Editor
Feature Editor
School News Editor
Foreign Language Editor
Photography Editor
Art Editor
Humour Editor
Thumbnail Sketches
Exchange Editor
Staff Advisors

Sandra Burdett
David Cook
Gilbert Percy
Walter Armes
Jean Kucy, George Denis
Mary Jane Bell
Margaret Banwell
Eleanor Lappin
Martin Albert
Chris Wzacny
Tom Pallos
- Ron Wagenburg
Ruth Hicks
Paulette Schwitzer
Mr. Bowden, Mr. Cummings

ADVERTISING AGENTS: Sandra Richardson, Tom Belchuck, Julius Oginski, Gail Kolko, Patricia Oginski, Carol Kolko, Mary
Baxter, Ron Wagenburg, Bob Roy, Leonard Cheiftz, Walter Armes, Bill Cleminson.
TYPISTS UNDER MISS LONG: Beverly Band, Joyce Bell, Madeline Black, Betty Bryans, Dorothy Butterfield, Gloria Crew,
Nellie Deep, Donna Dibbley, Carol Ellwood, Lucy Fabian, Marjorie Fisher, Carol Fortier, Sheila Friars, Rochelle Friedman, Joan Gooding, Eunice Haines, Sylvia Hosey, Gail Kading, Gail Klingbyle, Aili Korolainen, Sandra MacPherson,
Martha McLellan, Donna Myles, Roxanne Pelzer, Phyllis Providenti, Maisie Pundsack, Geraldine Simpson, Ruth Simpson,
Marlene Welch, Ruth Woods, Gerald Bocchini, Alvarro Grady, Albert Weber.
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PATTERSON AND YOU
Patterson has always been well known for its winning
teams, the high scholastic achievements of its students, the
acknowledgement of keen competition, observance of the
highest standards of sportsmanship and its strong school
spirit. Willingness to co-operate and fullest support of all
teams, contests, and dances by the students, constitute that
great feeling of respect and loyalty for our school. Such has
long been the tradition of Patterson and as we look back
over the year, we can see this one has been no exception.
A long list of scholarships and bursaries awarded to
deserving graduates at the commencement exercises in
December is strong proof that the scholastic achievement
equals if it does not surpass that of any other school in
Windsor.
In sports the record attained by our teams was also commendable. Although we were not able to secure any city
championships our Senior Boys' Basketball Team went on
to win the W.O.S.S.A. title and made an excellent showing
at Niagara Falls in the Ontario Championship tournament.
Patterson was well represented at all times and the effort
put forth by both the coaches and the players is to be
admired by teachers and students alike.

G. E. MARSHALL

THE PRINCIPAL'S MESSAGE
I am pleased to accept t he invitation to write a brief
message for the Patrician. First, may I express my gratitude
to t he Editor and her staff for producing t his fine issue of
our school magazine. I am sure it will compare very favourably with those of former years.

This year also marked the sanction of several new clubs:
the chess, checker, model airplane, and stamp clubs. These,
added to the long list of those already established along
with the sports programme, present an amazing number of
extra-curricular activities. These activities are sponsored by

We are living in a disturbed world of rapid transition,
amazing inventions, industrial disputes and cold war; but
out of it all will come a great future for this country, endowed by nature with tremendous wealth and potentiality.
No country in the world offers greater opportunities for

the school, for the student's pleasure and practical education. Everyone, if possible, should participate in at least'
one of these. The benefits derived will be invaluable, not
only now but also in future years. The associations made
will be continued into the years when life at P.C.I. has
become only a memory.

people throughout t he world would give everything they
possess to stand in your shoes as Canadian citizens. Let us
be worthy of t his heritage. While you are at school strive
to obtain t he best education possible. This can be achieve«
only by consistent effort. Develop t hose qualities which will
help you to live and work successfully with people; courtesy,
sincerity and friendliness. Learn to be tolerant and fair
minded; to think for yourself and to accept responsibility.
Important as scholarship is, I believe the acquisition of these
traits of personality and character will prove an even
greater asset to you later in life.

The closing of this year is met with mixed emotions. To
some, the challenge offered by the business world is exciting; to others the deep mysteries of science beckons the
inquisitive mind but, to all comes a deep feeling of sadness
as the door closes on an interval which constituted many
happy days. Yet, as that one door closes, another opens
admitting students, young and eager to fill the ranks of
those who leave. We know you are proud of Patterson.
Make Patterson proud of you.
Sandra Burdett.

PATRICIAN

youth than will be found in Canada. Millions of young

We are approaching the end of another school year. I
trust it has been a very profitable and happy one for all of
you. I wish you success in t he final examinations which are
rapidly drawing near. To those students who will be
graduating soon, may I express the hope that you will always retain happy memories of your years at Patterson.
Wherever you go or whatever you may do, your teachers
will follow your progress with great interest and pride. We
wish you well.
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TEACHING STAFF

FIRST ROW: Mrs. J. Polin, Mrs. F. Kotz, Miss L. Smith, Mr. G. F. Pew, Mr. G. E. Morsholl, Miss G. Wagg, Miss C.
Coughlin, Miss H. long, Miss A. Adams.
SECOND ROW: Mr. J. S. Mencel, Mr. R. C. Cook, Mr. W. H. Culbert, Mr. J. E. Dowson, Mrs. G. Haight, Miss J. Gregory,
Mr, 8. A. Mennie, Mr. H. H. Mills, Mr. R. W, Boss, Mr. W. F. M, Haight.
BACK ROW: Mr. A. F. Newmon, Mr. J. H. Cameron, Mr. C. B. Hollom, Mr. J. G. Stone, Mr. R. O. Fraser, Mr. D. S.
Bell, Mr. J. J. Sowder, Mr. Cummings.
ABSENT: Mrs. A. Macintosh

STAFF NEWS
Patterson is more than fortunate in having Mr.
Vice-Principal, and as a teacher in the Commercial
ment. In his first two years he has made many
especially among those who perpetually indulge
struggle to make class by nine o'clock.

Pew as
departfriends,
in the

Jo-Anne Gregory, who accepted a position with the Department of External Affairs at the beginning of this year. Miss
June Barrick, who recently returned from a tour of Europe,
did a commendable job in teaching Miss Hancock's French
classes until she returned after Easter.

Sharing the third floor of Patterson are Mrs. Katz, who
is very capably managing the Art department, and Mr.
Dawson who is slowly becoming accustomed to having his
home room in these upper regions. Mr. C. Hallam is leaving
at the close of the term to study and travel in Europe. Miss
M. McIntosh, with us last year, is now teaching in Germany.

The decision of Mr. J. H. Cameron to retire this year
leaves a gap in the staff difficult to fill. He has done a
wonderful job during the past thirty-two years as head of
the Classics department of our school. It is with heart-felt
thanks that we extend to him our very best wishes for many
enjoyable years.

Besides teaching English and Mathematics, Mr. Mills has
accepted the position of school librarian. A new face on the
first floor is Mr. Cummings, who teaches English. A graduate
of Queen's University, he has previously taught at Chatham
Collegiate Institute. To Mr. and Mrs. Haight, whom we
understand to be leaving at the end of this term, we wish
much happiness in the coming years.

Special thanks goes to Mrs. Palin and Mrs. McIntosh
(Miss Strump), the school secretaries, who always do an
excellent job throughout the year. Also, several of our
teachers warrant a salute for their long years of service at
Patterson. Miss Adams, who will also be leaving us this
year, Miss Coughlin, Miss Smith, Mr. Cameron, and our
principal, Mr. Marshall, have all held office here at Patterson for over twenty-five years. These teachers deserve our
heartiest vote of congratulations.

It is regretted that one of our teachers, Mrss Rhea
Hancock, has been absent most of this year because of
illness. Her French classes had been taken over by Miss
Pag,) 4

- Helen Zapotochny.
PATTERSON

STUDENT COUNCIL

First Row, L. to R., Miu Smith, Donno Bain, Norma Rigney, Nancy Stocks, Patricia Lagan, Ruth Hicks, Dan Hedrick,
Sharon Leary, Bab Fulford, Sandra Burdett, Joyce Brook.
Second Row, Isaac Englebaum, Ken Evans, Walter Sakalo, Peggy Measor, Francis Fink, Shirley Sadler, Paulette
Schwitzer, Maralyn Brown, Marjorie Hedrick, Maisie Pundsack, Elaine Morse, Kathy Wright, Shirley Knight, lorry McKenzie,
Sam Krizan, Mr. Culbert.
Third Row, Darrel Newman, Alex Deep, Jahn Perry, . Charles Campbell, Jae loosemare, Emile Posiluyko, Bill Stefan,
Jahn Burkhart, Bill Wakeman, Bob Roy, Marvin Richman, Orval McAfrey, Ed Mitchell.

DEMOCRACY IN THE STUDENT COUNCIL
In Canada, democracy has been extended to the sphere
of the collegiate, and into the lives of its students through
student self-government. The practice of student selfgovernment has many benefits. It acquaints the student
with the form of government under which he will have to
live while it develops in the student such desirable qualities
as self-control and independence.
Here, in Patterson, our Student Council consists of class
presidents, teacher sponsors, chairmen of various committees authorized by the Student Council, presidents of clubs
within the school, Head Prefects, and the Executive. The
Head Girl and Head Boy, Secretary and Treasurer constitute
the Executive. The Head Boy and Head Girl alternate as
president and vice-president of the Council at its monthly
meetings. These meetings are conducted according to parliamentary procedure.
PATRICIAN

Considering further the democratic aspect of the Collegiate
Council, we note that all members of the Student Council
are chosen in a democratic manner. The Head Boy, Head
Girl, and Head Prefects are elected by secret ballot by the
Student body. The remaining members of the Council are
chosen by a majority vote in the organizations of which they
are members. Self-control and co-operation must be exercised by all participants if the meetings are to be carried
out in an orderly fashion.
Thus, at our final exit from the doors of · Patterson
Collegiate, we are able to attribute some of our finer
characteristics and knowledge to our participation in the
self-governing body of our collegiate, the Collegiate Council.
-Sharon Leary.
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CENTENNIAL REUNION • •

THE PATTERSON CENTENNIAL
Almost a year has slipped by since the halls of
Patterson echoed one week-end last May with such
exchangss as, "Where on earth have you been these
past years? Do you remember that time in the
chemistry lab when-? Hovi many "kids" can you
boast of? Don't tell me Miss X is still going
strong?"
For two nights and a day the graduates of Patterson who returned for the Centennial Reunion
plied one another with such questions, and great
was the mass of information poured forth. This
Reunion was the culmination of many months of
hard work by an energetic committee of teachers
and graduates. The main responsibility fell on
Chairman Terrance O'Dell and Gordon Aitchison,
Secretary Alistair Wright, Treasurer Jack Fuller,
and Principal G. E. Marshall. To them should go
much of the credit for the success of the undertaking.
In assessing this success, I think of the hundreds
of graduates who turned up for one or both evenings; the many teachers who obviously enjoyed
sharing reminiscences with students of bygone
days; the dance Friday night at which old friendships were renewed; the keen interest in identifying
the heroes of group photographs, the focal point of
interest in the class rooms; the great tribute paid
to Mr. Cameron through the presentation of the
skit "This is your Life"; the glowing terms in which
recognition was given to the high scholastic and
sport traditions of Patterson Collegiate by two
former principals, Mr. A. S. Hooper and Mr. L.
Wheelton, and by Mr. C. W. Booth of the Department of Education; the honour bestowed on our
present principal in naming the Centennial Scholarship "The George E. Marshall Centennial Scholarship."
This scholarship is perhaps the most tangible
result of the celebration. It was decided that all
money beyond expense would be used in establishing a scholarship. Moreover, an appeal was made
for special contributions to this fund. One of the
most heart-warming features of this undertaking
was the generous response not only by those who
attended, but also by many who could not be present. In all over eight hundred dollars was realized
for the fund.
To Neil MacEwan, a student of Grade 13 now
at tending Assumption College, fell the high honour
of being chosen as the first recipient of the scholarPage 6

ship. He received a cash award of two hundred
dollars. Neil's record, both in academic work and
sports, was such that he deserved the honour. To
him and future recipients go the best wishes of the
graduates, the staff and the students of Patterson,
for continued success.
A project for the future is the raising of additional money to perpetuate this scholarship. Bright
ideas will be welcomed by the Scholarship Committee, the Chairman of which is Mr. Terrance
O'Dell of CKLW.
Miss A. Adams.

THE REUNION
We heard about the reunion for months; we
heard about preparations; we noted with interest
the newspaper articles and the radio broadcasts
announcing the reunion; we co-operated in giving
the names and addresses of alumni we knew. We
had a part in searching for information about previous years, and in decorating the class rooms, and
a few of us on the Patrician staff had the opportunity to attend the actual reunion. Although of
interest to all the students, the reunion was perhaps
of greatest interest to us.
The past became alive as we contacted teachers
and graduates, and read articles about their reminiscences. Research had to be made into old yearbooks, old records, and school histories, almost
forgotten. School life became more significant in
the perspective of similar circumstances which involved our predecessors.
We on the Patrician staff, along with many of
the prefects, were privileged to be able to attend
the actual reunion. We saw the crowds of alumni,
as they gathered to recall their years at Patterson,
to discuss teachers and class-mates, and class-room
incidents. And we saw that students do not change:
those graduates had thought and acted in the same
manner as we do; they too had mingled humour
and pathos, gaiety and hard study in their classes.
We could join with them in the ovation given Mr.
Cameron, for we, like them, knew him not only as
a great man, but as the embodiment of all that is
fine in a teacher and a scholar. We saw the invisible chain that binds us and the past, the invincible chain of tradition and glory. And as the
graduates milled about in their eagerness to revive
happy high-school memories, we sensed their great
love for the school, and we were proud, and we
knew they were proud, to be students of Patterson.
-Ruth Hicks.
PATTERSON

•

REUNION, 1954
We came back in May '54-the girls prettier, the
boys a little thinner thatched, both pleasingly
plumper, of course much less "smart" than when
we were students, but compensatingly some wiser.
And withal, glad to be back, to remeet, relive, remember and reminisce with fellow classmates. But
most of all were we anxious, proud, and glad to
meet, thank, and pay long overdue tribute to our
very best friends and counsellors, our principals
and teachers.
We came from British Columbia, The Maritimes,
the States, and all points in between. Now time
and distance had put first things first and we knew
and appreciated the important fact {overlooked in
our student "daze") that these kindly, patient, inspired principals and teachers were the best and
most remembered part of our school life.
The reunion demonstrated anew the kindling
force, the loyalty that Patterson engenders, the last
effect of the training and traditions.
We were glad to note too, that the current "crop"
of students seemed "pretty near" as bright as we,
and were carrying on our beloved Alma Mater's
tradition of brotherhood, fair play and good sportsmanship. It's our turn now. We know you're lucky
to be a part of Patterson. Please don't be as slow
as some of us were, to appreciate and be thankful
for it.
We do hope that you will consider us your fellow
students and accord us the privilege of advising,
helping, and counselling you.
Thanks for writing and welcoming us back. It
was an experience long to be remembered.
George Grant,
- Class '26
On behalf of all the Grads.
SCHOLARSHIPS and BURSARIES

•

dation Bursary, and the Royal Jubilee Chapter,
I. 0. D. E. Scholarship. The Bickell Foundation
Scholarship valued at $1000 went to Bob Dell.
Agnes Adams received the Ford Motor Co. of Canada Scholarship for $1000, and Norman Simpson,
the R. 0. T. P. Scholarship to Royal Military College, also worth $1000. The Windsor Centennial
Nurses' Scholarship, valued at $600, was presented
to Nancy Birchard. Pat Wilkes received a total of
$450, which included the Major A. F. Tilston Chapter I. 0. D. E. Bursary, and a $250 DominionProvincial Bursary. Barbara Clair was awarded a
$400 Atkinson Foundation Bursary, and the Mrs.
Holmes History prize of $50. Neil MacEwan was
the recipient of an Atkinson Foundation Bursary
for $250, and the newly established G. E. Marshall
Centennial Scholarship valued at $200. Glen Marshall was presented with a $400 Scholarship to the
Detroit Institute of Technology. Warren Morgan
received the Board of Governors' Scholarship to
Assumption College, and Eleanor Horne, an Atkinson Foundation Bursary, each valued at $400. The
Junior Chamber of Commerce Scholarship for $325
as well as the Reader's Digest award went to Peter
Grant. The Col. Casgrain Chapter, I. 0. D. E. Bursary of $150 was awarded to Nick Klinger. Barbara
Cleminson received the Major John Willis Chapter
I. 0. D. E. Scholarship for $50, and the Patterson
Hi-Y and Y-Teens Bursaries were presented to Bill
Pahomey and Lillian Kilbrei respectively. The
People's Credit Jewellers Gold Medals for Grade
XIII went to Bob Durnin and Nancy Birchard.
Alumni Medals for Grade XII were presented to
Bob Fowler and Ruth Hicks, and for Grade XI to
Tom Pallos and Peggy Measor. The Coyle Memorial
Prize for Grade X was awarded to Elsie Johnson
and that of Grade IX to Mary Jane Bell.
The Collegiate Council Prizes for Grade XII subjects were awarded as follows: English, Ruth Hicks;
History, Bill Holden; Latin, Margaret Woolley;
French, Paulette Schwitzer; Geometry, Dominic
Soda; Chemistry, Bob Fowler; Geography, Marion
Brooks, and Typing, Bob Wilhelm.

It appears that a companion for the plaque
bearing the names of scholarship winners will soon
be needed-we're running out of space! The school
year of 1953-54 was one of the most outstanding
ever. A total of $8,250 was awarded to our worthy
scholars in scholarships and bursaries .
Bob Durnin received $1300, which included the
First Carter, and Leonard Foundation Scholarships,
a Dominion-Provincial Bursary, an Atkinson FounPATRICIAN
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MISS ADA ADAMS
It was with much surprise, mingled with regret
that we learned that Miss Ada Adams had decided
to retire this year from the teaching profession.
One does not give of herself unstintingly as Miss
Adams has done without earning the love and admiration of all with whom she comes in contact.
Every student has felt her intense interest in his
welfare by her willingness to spend extra time with
her classes to insure their success. Many a Patrician
editor has benefitted by her competent advice.
Many a class has presented a well prepared assembly programme under her guidance and probably no member of the staff has been teacher
sponsor of the Collegiate Council more often than
she.
Miss Adams was born in Peterborough, Ontario,
studied Honour French and English at the University of Toronto and after graduation taught for a
brief time in Barrie before coming to Windsor in
1925. Since then she has taught both French and
English and has been head of the French department for the greater part of the time.
Windsor has been the richer for her presence.
She is an active member of All Saints' Anglican
Church, a member of the Board of Directors of the
Windsor Y.M.-Y.W.C.A. and has been a worker in
the University Women's Club.
Her frequent attendance at school athletic events
has been engendered by her own interest in sports.
She loves a game of golf and has participated actively in tennis and badminton and, if some of our
leading players in table tennis want a real work out,
let them arrange a game with Miss Adams-I'll bet
she beats them.
The best wishes of every student and every staff
member go with her as she goes to take up residence with her sister in Peterborough. We know
she will contin\le to participate in things worth
while and we wish her much happiness.

MR. CAMERON
This year Patterson bids a fond adieu to a
beloved member of the staff, Mr. John Herbert
Cameron.
Born in Camden Township, Mr. Cameron received
his elementary and secondary education in the
Newburgh schools where he stood consistently at
the head of his classes.

..

Upon graduation from High School and after a
year at the Napanee Model School, Mr. Cameron
taught elementary classes for two years before embarking on higher education at Queen's University.
Here he attained high scholastic honours and was
considered one of the finest classical scholars the
university had ever had. His first SfCOndary school
PATRICIAN

post was at Pembroke High School where he distinguished himself not only as a teacher but also as
a hockey coach. Returning to Queen's Mr. Cameron
obtained his Master of Arts and the medal for his
work in Greek. After a few more years in Pembroke he took time off to tour Europe, especially
Italy, to view the remains of an earlier civilization
which he has made vivid for countless students
since that time.
After attending Harvard on a scholarship, Mr.
Cameron taught for a few years at the Collegiate
Institute in Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan.
In 1923 Mr. Cameron came to the Windsor
Collegiate Institute which he has seen change in
name to Central and finally the Honourable J. C.
Patterson Collegiate Institute. Happy in his work
here he turned down several offers of University
appointments.

Thousands of students have been fortunate in
knowing Mr. Cameron. Many owe much of their
success in life to his patient friendship and understanding. Whether a student had a scholarship in
mind or was desperately striving for the necessary
fifty marks, Mr. Cameron was ever willing to spend
with them long hours after school. No Patterson
team had a more loyal supporter. No former
student serving overseas had a more faithful
correspondent.
Patterson honours you, Mr. Cameron, as a distinguished scholar, a devoted teacher, a gentleman
whose kindness, sympathy and unselfish devotion
will live long in the memory of its staff and
students.

DEPARTING TEACHERS
The students of Patterson were indeed sorry to
learn that four of our comparatively new teachers
were leaving this year.
In the three years he has been here Mr. Cook has
gained great popularity with the students. His
active interest in all phases of school life and his
promotion of hockey have been greatly appreciated.
We sincerely wish him continued success in California, where he plans to take up residence next
fall.

Mr. and Mrs. Haight, who have taught at Patterson for the past two years, are also leaving Windsor
to live in St. Thomas. I am sure none of the grade
twelve students will ever forget the knowledge Mr.
Haight has imparted during those frequent afterfour sessions in 203. Mrs. Haight has done a commendable job in coaching the girls' sports teams
and planning the girls' athletic programmes. This
well-liked couple will be missed by a ll next year.
Last but far from least we wish to extend our
hopes for a "bon voyage" to Mr. Hallam who will
be spending a year abroad.
The Editor.
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THE 1954 ALUMNI

VALEDICTORY

They came small, self-conscious, and bewildered. They
were often annoying, always noisy, and they not-so-secretly
worshipped football captains. Then the process began.
Within five years, they changed, almost magically, from
wide-eyed grade-niners to poised Patterson graduates,
certain in the knowledge that t hey had been adequately
trained to proceed with confidence in the field of study, or
in the occupation of their choice.

Mr. Chairman, honoured guests, ladies and gentlemen.

As usual, some became unusually attached to Patterson,
and have returned to enjoy it for another year. Those of
the 1954 class who still enliven our halls are Warner Day,
Ken Fenwick, Peter Getty, Malcolm Harding, Wilbert Ott,
Robert Renaud, Murray Rigney, and George White.
Already embarked on a most exciting career is Irma Jean
Hartlieb. She landed a handsome sailor, and is now Mrs.
Cavanaugh. Although his name is still the same, Eddie
Freeman also married shortly after graduating. Our very
best wishes to both of t hem!
As in past years, many of our boys have entered engineering courses. Robert Dell, Nick Klinger, Bill Pahomey, at
Queens, and at Assumption, Don Grant, Keith Freeman, and
Don McTaggart have pledged t heir efforts towards solving
the mysteries of the slide-rule. Eugene Rymar is also in
engineering, but he, along with Bill Partington at Wayne
University, and Joe McGuire at the University of Highland
Park, is continuing his studies in the United States.
Some of the 1954 alumni are already earning their way
in the "cruel" world. They are Paul Almond, Brad Stannard,
Paul Harvieux, and Paul Woodman. Harvieux and Wood man are saving their money very carefully, so we are told.
Could the reason be that they are working in a bank?
The next generation is already singing the praises of two
of the 1954 alumnae. Dorothy Cheeseman and Janet Lang
took advantage of the new six weeks' summer course, and
are now teaching in Comber and Roseland respectively.
Linda Heath, Shirley Morris, and Pat Wilkes are reputed to
be creating quite a stir at the Teachers' College, in London,
while at Queens, Pat Chapman and Judy Weber are preparing for a similar career, as they intend to become
physical education teachers.
Learning to talk t hemselves out of anything are our
future lawyers: Buddy Day at Queens, and Peter Grant and
Warren Morgan at Assumption. Learning to talk others into
anything are our future business men: Eugene Dziadura,
Neil MacEwan, and Gary Van Nest, all three taking the
commercial course at Assumption.
Arts courses are also popular with the 1954 alumni.
Agnes Adams, who is the only (although not lonely, we're
sure) Patterson graduate at the University of Western Ontario, Ron Lee and Harry Blumenfeld at Assumption, as well
as Barbara Clair and Eleanor Horne at Queen's, are all
taking arts courses.
Also at Queen's is Robert Durnin, working for the right
to have "M.D." follow his name. In similar fields are Nancy
Birchard, Marlene Stanley, and Joanne Curtis training for
nurses, and Dawn Le Capelain, preparing to be a lab
technician.
Planning to revolutionize the automotive industry are Bill
Gardner and Robert Meloche, both employed at Chrysler's
head office.
Norman Simpson is already dashing in his officer's uniform at the Military College in Kingston. Wayne Hind,
training with the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, will look
equally heroic in a bright red tunic a few years from now.
As you see, many of the 1954 alumni are widely separated
by both interests and distance. And yet they share a common goal-to uphold the one-hundred-year-old tradition of
success firmly established by previous Patterson graduates.
We cannot help but feel confident that t hey will fulfill this
purpose.
Paulette Schwitzer.
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When we walk these familiar halls, and greet familiar
faces, it seems that we have never been away. Even as we
talk and reminisce with dear friends, we immediately associate past experiences, happy and sad, with t hem. There
flashes across our minds the thrill of football games, the
nervousness before the first act and the laughter at assemblies. We can easily picture the long walks to the office,
the confused state of many social committee meetings, t he
wandering discussions at council sessions. Each of us remembers t he long hours of preparation and the gratifying
outcomes of the Melody March. For it was here that we met
each other. It was here t hat we cemented firm friendships.
In future years, a glance at the Patrician, the recalling of
certain names, or a casual meeting will refresh these friendships. Many of us will work and live together for a lifetime.
Now let us go back in mind to the class room. We picture
the exercises, and the frustration of the teachers when they
weren't done, t he tenseness of an exam, and the fact t hat
the pen ran dry halfway through it.
When we reflect on the academic part of school life, we
think of homework. And it takes little time to realize that
here we owe a debt of great thanks. We will never be able
to repay the consideration and the concern in our school
work that was given us by our families. We must remember
their continuing kindnesses, and someday show to our
children the same interest; give them similar support and
encouragement.
We can't but remember here the debt of gratitude owing
to those students, teachers, and principals of the past 100
years who have inbuilt and passed on to us Patterson's fine
traditions of fair play, co-operation, school loyalty, pride,
and integrity.
In the classroom, we saw only text-books, assignments,
homework, and examinations. We didn't read between the
lines. We missed a great truth.
The teacher is the subtlest of character builders.
Prove t his to yourselves. How many of us can recite t he
once-known translations of Horace, or the speeches of
Cassius? Do you still rem ember the scientific name for a
dandelion? Can you still write out the geometric proof of
Pythagoras' theorem? Can you tell me the required details
of the French short stories we studied, or exactly how to
test for an acid or a base? Of course not. Yet we can remember the patience of one teacher, the expressed sympathies of another, t he unwavering discipline of yet another.
The sincere interest of our principal in us has now become
very clear.
We have only been absent from them for a short while,
and yet we know that the effects of their strong and kindly
characters have remained with us. We can be assured that
the fine standards they possess and have passed on to us
will continue to grow in us, and be made manifest in our
future days.
Realizing the value of these gifts, there remains but one
question. What would our teachers want us to do? I feel
that we should, and that they would want us to keep these
commandments of good character in our future social, and
business life.
Therefore, to those who have so greatly helped us, our
sincere thanks. We will not forget.
Peter Grant.
Bill Stefan-"Sir, could a person be punished for somet hing he didn't do?"
Mr. Haight-"Of course not, Bill."
Bill Stefan-''Good, because I haven't got my Chemistry
done again."
PATTERSON

HEAD GIRL

SHARON LEARY

Endowed with a pleasing personality and a
friendly smile Sharon has proven herself more than
capable in the position of Head Girl this year. She
has always taken an active interest in all school
activities and has been an ardent member of the
Y-teens. Although she is, at the present time, undecided about her future, we are sure, judging from
her success here at Patterson that she will stand
out in any field she may choose to enter.

HEAD BOY

DON HEDRICK

Energetic and ambitious°7\-B~m has always displayed a great deal of scho<1l pirit. His winning
smile and pleasant manner have gained him the
respect of all the students, and consequently led to
his being selected as H€ad Boy. Next year he plans
to enter the Ford Trade School.

GRADUATING CLASS OF 1955
HUBERT ARNOWITZ

FRED AUGUST

App.:
F. S.:
W . or D.:
1965:

App.:
F. S.,
W. or D.:
1965:

Foreign intrigue.
" What are you guy's doing?"
To pronounce " th ".
Engineer.

MARION BALDWIN

JOHN BAYTALUK

App.:
F. S.:
W. or D.,
1965:

App.:
F. S.:
W. or D.:
1965:

Capable.
He 'd better phonel
To live in Detroit.
Famous sleep-walker.

SID BOROFSKV

App.:
F. S.:
W. or D.:
1965:

App.:
F. S.:
W. or D.:
1965:

App.:
F. S.:

Frivolous.

But-but Mr. Cameron.
Caesar claues.
Flirting with the men teachers.

Studious?
My father
birthday.

1965:

Oevil·moy-core.

You ignoramus!
To speak Spanish fluently.
Accountant.

DON BROWELL

bought it for my

W. or D.: Driver's licence.

'

Smooth.
Wowie-wooiel
Girlsl
Idolized sax player.

JOAN BERESFORD

MARGARET BROWN

•.

Friendly.
This is the kin offTo emulate "the break".
Football star.

App.:
F. S.:
W. or D.:
1965:

Complaisant.
Well, uh . .
To riot in 204.
Building bridges.

Ain't misbehavin '.

'

MORGAN CLARK

MILTON CO HEN

App.:
Rugged.
F. S.:
Bark ot the moon I
W. or D.: To follow in Mr. Newman's
footsteps .
1965:
Raising little "ends".

App.:
F. S.:
W. or D.:
1965:

VIVIAN DOW

SUSANNE EVANS

App.:
F. S.:
W. or D.:
1965:

App. -Appearance.

Sweet 'n' gentle.
It's the Indian in me.

High calorie cakes.
Writing h istory tests.

F.S.-Favourite Saying.

App.:
F. S.:
W. or D.:
1965:

Amused .
Do you take algebra?
Straight lines.
Digging holes.

Impish.
Are you coming, Bonnie?

Sewing her own.
Mr. Bass, I still can ' t get this
formula.

W . or D.-Weakness or Desire.

GRADUATING CLASS OF 1955
KEN FENWICK

ROBERT FOWLER

Re aching fo r the sky.
" What are you doing la-night,
Bab? "
W . or D. : To shave .
7' 6".
1965:

App . :
F. S. ,

ROBERT FULFORD

LARRY FRENETTE

App.:
f. S.:

Exuberant.
" Oh,
don't know about
that! "
W. or D.: To standardize spelling.
1965,
Doctoring dutie s.

App.:
f. S.,

PETER GETTY

BONNIE GRAHAM

App.:
F. S.:

Dapper.
If I gel all of my three subjects ..
W.arD.: Ta find se ats al the Capitol.
Still looking .
1965:

App.:
F. S.:
W.arD.:
1965,

MALCOM HARDING

RUTH HICKS

App.:
Meek?
Uh, what line are we on?
f. S.:
W. or D., To be left alone .

App.:
F. S.:
W . or D. :
1965:

App .:
F. S. :

1965:

Using Cicero's eloquence?

Stately.
Let 's face it girls, my camera

only tells the truth .
W. or D.: Search warrant.

1965:

Prospecting.

French.
What else can I disse ct, Mr.
Haight?
W. or D.: Mistletoe.
1965:
Chemical engineer.

Serene.

Well I don 't really

Ta go back to B.C.
Margaret
Johnson,

famous

novelist.

Self-possessed.
I don ' t see that point!
Annoying the teachers.
President of Utopia.

-,

JANE HIRST

INGRID KARLSON

App.:
f. S.:
W. or D.,
1965,

App.,
F. S.:
W. or D.:
1965:

Conscientious.

Clough!
A handsome young man.
Teaching,

preaching,

screech-

Carefree.
Got a letter from Al.
To get serious.
Taking x-rays.

ing.

•

ELEANOR LAPPIN

RON LINDSY

App. :
F. S.:

App. :
F. S.:
W. or D.,
1965:

Potentially dangerous.
You'll be the cause of my
downfall.
W . or D.: Eating peas.
1965:
Still sitting on the floor outside 204.

App.-Appearance.

.

Quiet.
And there you are!
To pass Geometry.
Still trying.

F.S.-Favourite Saying.

'
I

W. or D.-Weakness el f Desire.

,l

r

...

L ,

,.

GRADUATING CLASS OF 1955
ALLAN McCALLUM

MICHAEL MELEGA

App.:
F. S.:
W. or D.:
1965 :

App.:
F. S.:
W. or D.:
1965:

Composed.
? ? ? ?
A lively woman.
Electrical Engineer.

Nonchalant.
Heaven forbid I

Boogie beat.
Blowing up his own lob.

EDWARD MITCHELL

HUGH MURRAY

App.:
lanky.
F. S.:
Anyone else wont the resin?
W. or D.: Drumming up membership far
the Hi-Y.
1965:
Electrocuting people.

App.:
F. S.:

Undecided.
How much homework must I
do?
W. or D.: Noise makers in the study

TOMMY NEWTON

ANDREW NICHOLAS

App.:
F. S.:
W. or D.:
1965:

App.:
F. S.:
W. or D.:
1965:

Mischievous.

Everybody yelll
Baseball.
Demagogue.

room.

1965:

Phys. Ed. teacher.

Happy.
Did I ever dock him I
To be o Greek scholar.
Raising "leetle Ponchos ".

JACK POLSKY

MARY ANN PRUSAK

App.:
F. S.:
W. or D.:
1965 :

App.:
F. S.:
W. or D.:
1965:

Sharp.
I'll shoot you another game.
Pharmacy.
Owner of Capitol Recreation .

Obvious.
Come on, Schwitzl
Worms and frogs.
Mixing arsenic in o drug store.

ROBERT RENAUD

MURRY RIGNEY

App.:
F. S.:
W. or D.:
1965:

App.:
F. S.:
W. or D.:
1965:

Das hing.
All right, Fenwick
A new crank for his car.
Customs' inspector.

Winning.

What was that, Mr. Haight?
Wine, women and song.

Wine and women.

..
RODGER SADLER

PAULETTE SCHWITZER

App.:
Sturdy.
F. S.:
What dot dere?
W. or D.: To keep blue chalk off
fingers.
1965:
Sergeant in the W.A.C.

App.:
Goy.
F. S.:
The Fan club 's disbanded.
W. or D., Blond, blue-eyed, and mathematical.
1965:
Psycho -onalyzing football
players.

App.-Appearance.

F.S.- favourite Saying.

his

W. or D.-Weakness or Desire.

GRADUATING CLASS OF 1955
DOMINIC SODA

PHILIP SELTZER
App.,

Confused.

App.:

F. S.,

Qui soit?

F. S.:

Frisky.

W. or D.: Ta stay in French.

Aw take off!
W. or D., To locate infinity.

1965:

1965:

Dentist.

On the
Saturn.

first

rocket

ship

to

CAROL VINCENT

BONNIE SPARLING

App.:

Aristocratic.

App.:

Confident.

F. S.:

Oh, dear!

F. S.:

Yau can't hardly get them no

W. or D.: Hiebe.
Well up
1965:

more.

on

the

ladder

of

success .

1965:

WILLIAM WAKEMAN
App.:

W. or D.: French.
Breaking hospital t est-tubes.

MADY WEILAND

Devilish.

Whoopee Wooie.
F. S.:
W. o r D.: To go to Africa.
Scotland's poet laureate.
1965 :

App.:

Big-hearted.

F. S.:

I love him more every date.

W . or D.: To get her MRS degree.
1965:

(hosing Bobby-soxers.

GARY WEIR

GEORGE WH I TE

App.:

Amiable.

App.:

F. S.:

Hello derel

F. S.,

W. or D.: To score 25 points.
1965:
first baseman for the Tigers.

BING WILLOUGHAN

Doring.

Doggone
W. or D.: Hot rods and cool ch icks.
1965:

M oster of a harem.

MARGARET WOOLLEY

App.:

Neat.

App.:

Cherubic.

F. S.:

Aw gee!

F. S.:

But I got home at three !?

W. or D.: To beat the clock.
1965 :

W . o r D.: To see de sunrise on dose old

Rockies.

Finding his way by radar.
1965:

Still "'Woolley thin k ing"'.

CATHRYN WRIGHT
App.:

Coquettish.

F. S.:

I 'II never tell I

W. o r D.: Not to le t school interfere with
her social life.
1965:

App.-Appearance.

Still trying to make money on
the "'Me lody"'.

F.S.-Favourite Saying .

W . or D .-Weakness or Desire.

..

President,

Maisie Pundsack

Vice-President: Coral Forlier
first Row: Lucy Fabian, Dorothy Butte rfield, Don na Di b bley, Martha Mdel lon, Coral Forlier,
Joyce Bell, Ga il Ka d ing, Ruth Simpson, Ruth Woods, Eunice Hoines.
Second Row: Gera ld ine Simpson, Donna Myles, Marjorie Fisher, Coral Ellwood, N el lie Deep ,
Gloria Crew, Madel ine Block, Maisie Pu nd sa ck, Shei la f riars, Sylvia Ho sey, Joan Gooding.
Th ird Row: Roxanne Peltzer, Beverly Bond, Rochelle Friedma n, Phyll is Providenti, Belly Bryans,
Aili Ko ro loinen, Bob Hinton, Jerry Bocchini, Albert We ber, Alvorro Grady, Marle ne Welch, Sondra
MocPherson.

COMMERCIAL ALUMNI
At the close of the school year in June, 1954, many
Patterson Collegiate commercial students entered the business world.
We may now find Alice Deep working at the Windsor
Board of Education, Beverly Miell working for Ken Yocum
and Company, and Helen Milucheff employed at Canadian
Sirocco. Gloria Alexander has found herself a husband, but
is still continuing with her job.
Attending fourth form at W. D. Lowe Vocational School
are: Mary Chapski, Joan Fanson, Judith Robinson, May
Mantha, Joyce Caldwell, George Belanger, Albert Fazekas,
Ted Nicolau, Eli Hallett, and Tom Amlin. We wish them the
best of luck when they take their place in t he business
world next year.

11 E CLASS NEWS
Jerry-Scores all his goals for Maisie.
Alvarro-llE's football star.
Albert--But Miss Long my bus leaves at 4 o'clock.
Bev.-Receives phone calls from Mike in N. Y.
Joyce-Her eyes are on the boy next door.
Madeline-Zoom, t here goes Bill's motorcycle but where's
Bill?
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Betty-The "pool room" star of llE.
Gloria-She has gone on a "Whirl" with Tom.
Donna-Still looking for her mate.
Carol E.-She would if she could, but she can't so she
won't.
Lucy- One of these days-I'll catch up.
Marj.- Our modest Miss-when it comes to short hand.
Carol-Soon to be living at Fort Knox!
Sheila-It's a Grand Island where her Davy is.
Rochelle-Likes driving "converts". Who wouldn't?
Joan-Has pretty eyes but you can't see them for the
bangs.
Eunice-Hollywood Star Director for Arms & Man.
Sylvia-Her heart attack was due to hitting the ball in
gym.
Gail-Oh, will she be lonely when Don moves away.
Aili-Our future "Gardner" ?
Nellie-She's gone real ''Deep" with Tom.
Gail-Knows t he weather in Faronte this time of the year.
Sandra- You Beetlebaum-Better late than never.
Donna-Wandering over Hill and "Dale".
Roxanne-Hum Roy, what a Boy.
Phyl.-She got loose with a peroxide bo~tle.
Maisie-Come on Jerry, get t hat goal!
Gerry- Love-it finally "Don"d on her.
Ruth-0 for crumb dumb sake!
Marlene-Doesn't like to get her mail second-hand.
Ruth W.-Her heart's 89 miles away.
PATTERSON

•

COLD MORNING-WARM NIGHT

..

•

November, and it was cold. There was snow, but not the
falling kind. Rather, it lay in silent heaps on the streets
and lawns and rooftops. Its heaps were crested with the
black made by chimney smoke and car exhaust. In a very
few places-on window sills or untracked back lawns-the
snow and its heaps were a bleached crystal white that
glistened when the sun hit it. The wind blew, but not very
hard. It was too cold t o blow very hard. The small effort
of a breeze tickled the sign outside the hotel and stripped it
of the protective half-inch of snow that rested on its inchthick wooden top. It moved on to sway telephone wires,
bother sparrows, then swooped up to the clock on the Town
Hall building, trying to push the hands a little faster.
It was seven o'clock in the morning. Ian pushed the
covers from his ears and listened for any noises in the
house. Hearing no sound he pulled the covers back up over
his face with the satisfaction of knowing that it wasn't time
to get up yet. His bed was deliciously warm and he knew
that the house must be cold. In the mornings of the wintertime the house was always cold. He lay still, relishing every
moment that he could enjoy the warmth of his bed before
he had to get up and his feet had to touch that icy floor.
He was wide awake, and this was much too pleasant a
feeling to lose by going to sleep. Maybe it would be hours
before his father got up.
Beside him, curled up in an impossible position slept Ian's
little brother. All to be seen of Donnie was a rumpled
pyjama collar and the back of a white neck. Donnie needed
a hair-cut. Maybe he could take him to the barber's himself.
Ian felt very big-brotherly as he lay in bed and looked at
the hair that was beginning to curl on his brother's neck.
Their room was very big and had a very high ceiling. There
were no rugs on the floor but it was a comfortable room.
There were three big windows, all joined together so that
they looked like one huge window, opposite Ian's bed. Mrs.
MacIntyre always pulled the shades down at night-"How
silly," Ian thought, "for the sky is dark at night, and
couldn't keep us awake." He wanted to see what it was
like out, but he couldn't because the blinds were down. So
he just lay there.
Mr. MacIntyre answered the insistent call of the alarm
by banging the innocent button down with his fist. The
house was cold, as always, he thought, and he would have
to start off his day by shaking down last night's ashes and
shovelling coal into the furnace. Someday soon they would
spend the money they had been saving and install an oil
furnace. He had repeated this morning ritual for too many
years. He scuffed down the stairs. No school today for Ian,
he remembered, and wished that he had appreciated these
special holidays when he was young and in school. He could
certainly use one now. He shook the ashes with more
determination than usual.
The noise, as it always did, woke up everyone except
Donnie. Mrs. MacIntyre dutifully arose to start breakfast.
Ian knew that it was now that his feet had to touch the icy
floor, and the knowledge made the torture even worse.
Before he aroused his brother, he took big and hurried steps
to the window to see what it was like out. The green blinds
went rattling up, and Ian saw that it had not snowed any
more since the day before. The snow was still dirty in the
same places, even dirtier, it seemed. If the sun came out at
all, the ice would be no good. He wished that it would snow
all during breakfast so that the dirt would be covered up.
He had a holiday today.
PATRICIAN

The town that Ian had known all his life was one of
those small industrial towns that was forever too hot in
summer, too cold in winter. Its people travelled away from
it when vacations came, it knew but the rare tourist. It
boasted the usual Main Street, the hotel, shopping center,
the town hall, the park which was covered with ice in
winter for the hockey games, and those boys whose fathers
refused to flood the back lawn to make a skating rink, the
slow moving river that always bore the sign "No Swimming
or Fishing," and never froze enough to be any good. Ian
liked his town well enough; he had never Jived anywhere
else.
The snow was too dirty. Donnie had ruined most of it in
the MacIntyre yard making angels and grey snowmen. The
prospects of the day looked grim to Ian with such dirty
snow.
There was bacon and eggs for breakfast, and breakfast
was good. Mrs. MacIntyre addressed her husband as John
when she talked to him. Ian's name was Scotch for John,
his mother had told him, and he wished that his name was
John. "Ian" sounded like squeaky chalk on the blackboard.
His mother and father talked for most of the meal about
things that didn't concern their sons. Ian didn't get a
chance to say what he thought of the day. He was told that
he could take Donnie to the barber's and Donnie was
delighted.
As it didn't snow during breakfast, the morning was spent
in the house. Ian planned to take his brother to the barber
shop right after lunch. After he did that he would figure
out what to do with the rest of the day. He didn't care
what he did in the morning; consequently he didn't do
much. He tried to sharpen his skates himself, but it didn't
work, and Donnie kept getting in the way. He tried to be
mean to Donnie, but that didn't work because Donnie failed
to understand that he was supposed to feel badly and kept
laughing. He gave up trying to do anything and went upstairs to lay on the bed that his mother had just made and
hated dirty snow.
After what seemed like hours, the voice of his mother
reminded Ian to wash his hands and face and come down
for lunch. The voice of his father, more cheerful now that
the morning had progressed-a good morning at work, the
glowing fire, and the warm house reminded Ian of his trip
to the barber shop with Donnie. And Donnie was delighted.
It was still very cold outside as the two bundles of boy
made their chilly way along the street. The sky was very
grey, and the wind a little stronger than it had been earlier
in the morning. Ian stopped every now and then to kick the
black crest off some low snow heap, and it made him feel
better. Outside the barber shop, the snow had been swept
from the sidewalk into brown piles by the curb. The shop
was empty, as all the men were working and no mothers
had decided to bring little boys to have haircuts just then.
Donnie was not long in losing the brown wisps of curl that
were the cause of all this fun. His big brother thought he
looked much better when it was all over. He helped Donnie
into his furry cap and mitts, and buttoned up his coat.
The snow began to fall when the brothers were walking
home. It came in big soft flakes and rested, without melting,
on whatever it touched. Ian and Donnie tried to catch some
of the precious stuff in their mouths, but there wasn't very
much to catch. By the time they reached home, the snow
they had missed formed a lacy covering over their thick
wool jackets, and they had to brush themselves off before
coming into the house.
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It fell, and soon the brown pile of snow outside the barber
shop turned to white. It fell, and crests of black were
covered, and heaps became smoother, and t he snow fell.
Mr. MacIntyre came home early. The wind blew stronger
than before. It blew t he snow playfully at first, then determinedly, then angrily into drifts. It began to howl and
lifted up the snow and blew it. There was more snow than
before, and much more wind. The hotel sign shook and
turned over once under the power of the wind. "A blizzard?" Mrs. MacIntyre wondered. "A blizzard," answered
the wind, and Ian was fascinated. The back porch door
clattered and had to be closed. The windows shook in fear
and the wind blew the snow from one end of the town to
the other and back again by a different route. It was terrifying and beautiful. Houses across the street were lost in
the density of it. It lasted for hours-blowing, howling,
dying, blowing again. Supper was eaten to the tune of it.
Donnie was frightened, and his mother repeatedly had to
reassure him. "It will be over soon." After supper, the noise
wasn't quite so bad. The wind was less cruel. Ian waited.
It was nearly eight o'clock when the wind gave up the
battle and the snow stopped falling. The sky was dark by
that time. The moon had begun to show itself. He was outside before his mother could stop him, standing on t he
porch, looking at the incredibly deep whiteness, wondering
where the sidewalk was. Donnie wanted to jump into it.
Ian stopped him. No one was going to touch it-not while
it was so pretty. Donnie went inside. Ian stayed on the
porch and looked. His father went downstairs to stoke the
furnace for the night. In the morning it would be cold, but
they would be warm tonight. "We can't go to school in
this," t hought his elder son as he stood on the porch. "Tomorrow it would still be there, and white." Ian turned his
back on it, and went in.
Margaret Woolley.

HIGH SCHOOL DAYS
I'll reminisce in later years
to-day,
Fond memories will come flooding back
As December looks at May.
I'll recall the friends I met and loved
'Tis life eased us apart,
And comforts now will fail to ease
The longing in my heart.
Nostalgic I will be and sad,
As I relive the past,
Of days I held so carelessly
That slipped away too fast.

or what we do

Peggy Stewart.

THE ENCHANTED ROOM
sat languidly in an arm chair, one hand supporting an
old leather backed book which was yet unopened. The
leather was a dark rich colour yet quite soft and easy to
look 8:t. For a fe~v secor:ids I was quite oblivious of my surroundings, my mind being solely on that one object. The
design of the leather work stood out in a reddy brown,
while t he background was so dark it gave me a feeling of
unending depth. I felt that if I had held my hand out it
would have reached the surface while the rest would have
been quite unattainable, far too distant and deep to reach
by just stretching out one's hand. This cover was very
appropriate for one of the works of Shakespeare, or at least
so I thought, for there are parts of this great author's works
which have very deep feeling and meaning.
Glancing across the rust coloured carpet, to the glass
fronted bookcase, I saw on the top shelf a series of such
b?oks bound with the same beautiful leather, each being
different works of Shakespeare. A shaft of sunlight streaked
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across them, making the shadowed background a deep sepia.
Unconsciously I began to realize that t his feeling of depth
went beyond the bookcase, in fact it filled the whole room:
that rich, warm room in which I have spent many of my
childhood hours of pleasure.
Today, I was more fond of this room t han at any other
time in my life. I have never before or since been able to
capture its beauty and warmth with so much richness. The
hour of day was one respected by any being who can appreciate beauty. The sun was a deep vermillion colour soft
and rich; its light was so gentle that I was able to gaze up
through the mullioned windows without being blinded.
Here I sat, this October evening, as the sun filled the room
with its glow. The creamy walls were a delicate pink, the
nut brown woodwork was a chestnut red, the carpet was a
woven mass of sepia, vermillion, carmine, and Vandyke
brown, deep and warm, soft and fluffy. The red bricked
fireplace was in shadow, except for the mantel-shelf and the
recesses where stood a family of shining candle sticks, the
tallest of which held a dragon designed candle, the dragon
basking in the last hues of his warm God's light. The fireside rug was deep and red; one was able to lose one's feet
among its curly woollen hairs.
The windows were deep set and stone coloured. The
piano was closed and quiet. The wall pictures were few and
insignificant at this hour. The roof was cast over with
shadow excepting the edges of the dark oak beams which
gleamed in the reflected light. This was my "enchanted
room", at home, in England.
Pauline Uttley.

A LETTER TO THE EXILED
Spring has come again, and with it, hope;
The almond tree once more breaks forth in bloom!
The captives wail with great lament, and mourn
Their parting from those fertile hills from whence
They came; but yet the prophet's message lies
Unheeded and unmarked. 0 Israel!
When wilt thou know thy God! Jehovah has
To t hee forever promised faithfulness:
He loves thee with an everlasting love,
Which shall o'ercome the feeble, passing bonds
Of Babylon; arise, 0 Israel!
Again adorn thyself with timbrels gay.Go merry forth unto the dance and song.
Jerusalem shall rise, and vineyards spring
Upon thy moutains high. Come, let us go
Into the hills! I see the almond rod,
And in it hope and blessing; come! arise!
And let us unto Zion, to our Lord!
Ruth Hicks.

ESCAPE and UNDERSTANDING
Truly, Keats was correct when he referred to books as
"r~a.lms of gold". Good reading is one of life's greatest
privileges. Books mean education to some, inspiration to
others, and entertainment to still others. I am sure you will
agree that no other medium offers such a wide avenue of
escape from the hum-drum of every day living into t he
lands of fantasy, adventure and mystery.
. Cr~dled in father's loving arms the intently listening little
girl 1s transported by the magic genie, "Reading" into
F~ntasyland. She may fi1:d that she is a pretty little girl
':"1th blonde curls, stumbling upon a house while taking a
Jaunt m the woods. After some exploration and a few
accidents she is chased by the three bears back into her
father's comforting arms. Growing older, with the help of
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her godmother's magic wand, she becomes a beautiful Cinderella who, because of a dainty glass slipper, marries the
handsome prince of her dreams, and lives happily ever after.
Much more exciting to the young male traveller is ·
Adventureland which is a world in itself. Here with his
friend, Huckleberry Finn, he may, on t heir raft, take a trip
down the river to any one of a hundred boyhood adventures. Or, perhaps, with his brave band in Sherwood green
he may free Nottingham of the tyrant, Prince John. Then
like so many other young boys, by the magic genie, he may
be transported to India. Here, under the name of Kim,
along with other British agents he may break up an international spy ring. He may blaze the trail westward as the
remarkable Davey Crockett or coon-skin hatted Daniel
Boone, make the daring and mutinous voyage to Treasure
Island or live and steal in the slums of London as Oliver
Twist.
After reaching t hat magic age of sixteen the traveller
suddenly becomes aware of an insuppressible desire to go to
the dark land of mystery. He may have a passport to
danger as a confidential government courier engaged in
hazardous foreign intrigue. Taking the perilous risks of
Herb Filbrick in "I led Three Lives-Communist, United
States Citizen and Government Agent," may appeal to him.
With the help of the magic genie the traveller will be able
to solve a seemingly inexplicable mystery in the guise of a
rough and tough private-eye in his established trench-coat
or behind the glass and pipe of that fabulous Scotland Yard
detective, Sherlock Holmes.
PATRICIAN

Too often this is where most people bring an end to their
progress in reading or to reading itself. Books should not
only help us to escape the hum-drum of every day living
but, also, to understand it. The wider our scope of reading
the better we comprehend life and people. If one continues
to mature in his reading he will have myriads of experiences
similar to that state of ecstasy which "a watcher of the
skies enjoys when new planets swim into his ken."
Very likely while he is exploring the neighbourhood
library for a new and different experience, the maturing
reader may decide to travel to one of the larger literary
fields, Poetry. Here he may obtain the various sensations of
joy, sadness, love, hate, revenge and pathos. Every poem,
from the light, rhythmical sway of the fascinating old
ballads to t he beautiful serenity of pictures and expression
of running prose, will yield bountiful riches to the careful
reader. Not only can he reminisce with the poet on past
sources of happiness such as are found in William Wordsworth's "Tintern Abbey," but he may also learn about
people and their individual characteristics, both good and
bad. Earle Birney's "David" and Robert Browning's "Andrea
del Sorto" are illustrations of the latter. The traveller will
find the land of poetry offers a magnetic and distinct
attraction that no other type of reading offers.
Likely by this time the growing reader will have had some
really exciting adventures in some of the greater pieces of
literature. Books like Bunyon's "Pilgrim's Progress", Costain's "Silver Chalice" and Reade's "Cloister and Hearth"
have a dramtic impact which will stay with the reader Jong
after their covers are closed. These books not only are
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beautifully written but they also contain a story which can
help us in our attitude towards the world we live in.
Ahead of the traveller awaits one of the most fruitful
countries, Shakespeare. Truly, above all the notaries of
literature, William sits at the very pinnacle of greatness.
All Shakespeare's famous plays, both tragedy and comedy,
will draw the reader into the ebb and flow of human life
which the poet understood so well. Always in the favour of
truth and justice he displays his incredible art in portraying
every possible character from the light-hearted but heavyframed Falstaff to the cold, calculating and cunning Shylock.
In Macbeth the reader will find an exceedingly valuable
lesson concerning the basic truth of living. One cannot
break the moral code, even because of a driving ambition,
and wish to gain happiness. The blade of disaster always
turns in just retribution upon those who use it. Shakespeare's plays are fathomless reservoirs of amusement and
knowledge.
The traveller's journey does not end here for there is no
horizon in the lands of literature where innumerable joys
await the fortunate traveller.
Bill Wakeman.

of friendships and associations that is symbolized by
"Christmas-shopping"? No petty annoyances or inconveniences that you might encounter on a shopping trip could
possibly overwhelm or even mar the satisfaction and elation
you feel on having for a while risen above the everyday
cares, pleasures and sorrows of life, "life" which is so often
chilled by selfishness and stiffened by ingratitude.
Certainly, the beaming countenances of those who have
successfully completed their shopping "chore" bear conclusive evidence to the merits of Christmas-shopping. Having
jostled and bustled through a happy day, these shoppers
slowly allow themselves to be carried off to slumber. They
doze comfortably, knowing that even by their little, spirited
shopping expedition, they have overcome splendidly those
hollow blasts of the harsh cold wind that sweeps across the
snowy Christmas scene outside. The thought running across
their minds before they fall asleep may very well be, "Oh,
am I glad I've finally discharged my duties for this Christmas!"; but I'm sure, what they feel deep inside is that those
duties were really not "'duties" at all.

" THREAT OF A STORM"
The savage waves beat on the shore,
Calling without answer;
The wind blew strong,
Whistling a song,
The white caps mocked a dancer.
The sky was dull and dark and murky,
Inactive, not agile;
It cast a gloom,
From which had come
The feeling of sadness that turned to a smile
For now I could see the sun shining through,
Shimmering like radiant Gold.
The sea then grew still,
By God's precious will,
And turned green as undecaying mold.
Alec Deep.

CHRISTMAS-SHOPPING

LITERARY CONTEST

The approach of Christmas is heralded by a traditional
pageant of holiday customs;-these are both old and new,
hallowed or purely entertaining and while one is marked
by a spirit of solemn religious pomp, another may give
lavish evidence of a charmingly zealous and earnest conviviality. None of these presents a more delightful picture
to my mind than the so often painfully experienced yet so
much more often pleasure-giving and morally satisfying
custom of Christmas-shopping.
That mischievous, lovable holiday spirit stealing into the
hearts of everyone prompts, urges, assures and encourages
until it brings about a general stir of affections-and that
"does it"! Indeed, it sends ever increasing currents of people
on to an almost instinctive invasion of the depths of the
city: like a tide that keeps rising and swelling, until it embraces a dazzling fairy-land of richly illuminated and glittering shop-windows. There is not one in that great surge
of shopping people who has not been filled with happiness
himself, and it is only natural that he should want to make
the whole world happy. The anxious inspection of merchandise, the excited and animated bits of conversation, the
great effort to buy the most suitable and desirable gifts
without forgetting about anyone, all betray how admirably
man's spirit lifts to pour out thanks and to rejoice.
Is it not strange that in the midst of a gloomy, desolate
wintry scene, rather than drifting farther apart from one
another and getting more closely buttoned up in our disillusioningly egotistic selves, we all feel even more keenly
the joy of the company of family and friends and we become
even more conscious of how dependent we are on our
fellow-men? And is it not this awakening to the importance

The Literary Committee is highly pleased with the outcome of this year's art and literary contests. Thanks to the
efforts of the English teachers, the contest drew over one
hundred entries, and as a result the winning material is of
unusual excellence.
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In the junior division, Peggy Stewart won the poetry
contest with "High School Days". Tony Cook's "The Changing Seasons" took second prize. In prose, Pauline Uttley
won with "The Enchanted Room", while Jessie Ross was
declared the runner-up with "The Sneak". The senior
division also yielded a number of superior articles. The
judges considered Ruth Hicks' winning poem "A letter to
the exiled" one of the finest pieces of writing e ver to have
been entered in the contest. Margaret Woolley's short story,
"Cold Morning-Warm Night", earned first prize, while Alex
Chapski's "The Unbeliever" came in second in the same
division. A descriptive essay entitled "Christmas Shopping"
won a pin for Tom Pallos in the senior essay division. Ruth
Hicks' "On Late Hours" was awarded second prize.
In the art contest, Chris Wzacny took first prize with an
imaginative pen drawing of the C.N.R. railway station.
Our sincere thanks go to the nine teachers who so kindly
consented to judge these contests. Knowing that this was a
long and difficult task, we appreciate their co-operation.
We heartily congratulate the winners for· their outstanding
contributions and hope that the students will continue to
support these contests. For by doing this, they not only
provide valuable material for the Patrician, but also recognize and develop their creative talents.
Paulette Schwitzer.
PATTERSON
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LITl:RARY WINNl:RS
Chris Wzacny, Pauline Uttley, Ruth Hicks, Tom Pallos, Margaret Woolley, Peggy Stewart.

THE SNEAK
We have all had that feeling when the P.A. system clicks .
and, instead of a quick "Attention please," we hear, "Mr.
Smith will you please send," and then you get it-a small
chill that starts at the bottom of your spine and continues
up until you are praying silently, "Don't let it be me,
please."
John's class was sitting listening, quite intently, to
another of a teacher's often repeated jokes but at least it
was a relief from class. When the P.A. system opened and
repeated the dreaded words, but this time it was John who
had to go to the office.
He could feel the goose pimples rise on his back as he
stepped out the class room door. He began to think of all the
things he, in the past two weeks, had done. "Nobody knows

about the day I played hockey-or do they?" He puzzled
over this until it struck him-scotch taping the inkwells in
French. Nobody knew about that-surely not! or in artwhen he had painted his desk with ink. That freshman
that he had sent to find a teacher, that there wasn't, in a
room-that there wasn't-he couldn't have told-could he?
He had reached the office but his courage failed himhe stayed outside. Those awful tormenting thoughts came
back. He could not have found out about him not doing his
homework once or his not having any class marks left in
Social Studies. He had always thought the Social teacher a
regular guy-he wouldn't tell, would he?
PATRICIAN

John finally decided to enter the office. He paused at
almost every step. Reaching the office he tapped timidly on
the door and obeyed when a voice said, "Enter" .
He was facing the Principal. Inwardly he was quaking.
The Principal was starting to speak, "John, it has come to
my attention," Oh, no, thought John, "through the way of
a young Grade Nine boy," continued the Principal. The little
sneak and I thought he could take fun-I'll murder the guy.
He paid attention to the Principal again, "that you are quite
a joker. How would you like to M.C. our next assembly?"
Jessie Ross.

One Co-ed to another: "I've been in love lots of times
before, but this is the first time sentiment has ever entered
into it."
Father, handing telephone to his teen-age daughter:
"Congratulations. It's a boy!"
Toyshop Clerk: "It's an educational toy designed to adjust
a child to live in the world of to-day . . . any way he puts
it together is wrong."
Love is like a mushroom. You never know whether it's
the real thing until it's too late.
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ASSEMBLIES • •
UNITED NATIONS DAY

They shall not grow old, as we that a1 e le/t
grow old:
Age shall not weary tlwm, nor tlw years
condemn.
At the going down of the sun and in the
morning
We will remember them.

ARMISTICE DAY ASSEMBLY
The annual Armistice Day assembly held in the
auditorium Wednesday, November 10, served as an
opportunity for students and faculty alike to pay
grateful tribute to those former students of Patterson who gave their lives in World Wars I and Il.
The solemn, traditional programme featured
Sharon Leary's recitation of "In Flanders Fields",
and Don Hedrick's reading from the Scriptures.
However, the highlight was a talk on the significance of Remembrance Day by Rev. W. L.
Morden of Chalmers United Church. The theme of
his address was that those who gave their lives
during the war should not be pitied, as they
thought of their loss as a sacrifice rather than a
tragedy. He claimed that we, as citizens in a democracy, are responsible for staging a peace offensive through our schools and churches. I am sure
that Rev. Morden's brief address was a source of
inspiration to everyone who heard it.
To conclude the programme, the guard of honour,
led by Cadet Major Bill Sinkevitch marched slowly
into the corridor to place a wreath on the bronze
tablet honouring Patterson's war dead. As the echo
of the footsteps faded into the distance, Cadets Bob
Roy and Bob Newman played the Last Post.
-Bonnie Graham.

The purpose of this year's United Nations Day
assembly was, as in previous years, to give the
student body a clear understanding of U. N. work.
If we judge by the enjoyment derived from the
assembly, Mr. Bowden was very successful in fulfilling this purpose, by letting the foreign born
students at Patterson describe the benefits they
obtained from U. N. help.
First to tell of her experience with a refugee
organization was Paulette Schwitzer, who spoke of
the U. N. assistance her family received in Poland
and France. Mr. Bowden then introduced Tom
Pallos. Tom gave an engrossing glimpse of post-war
Vienna, and stressed the work that the I. R. 0. did
in Austrian orphanages. From George Fune, a
recent arrival from Indo-China, we obtained an
interesting picture of the importance of U. N.
medical help in Asia.
Canadian born students who have had connections with the U. N. spoke next. Our head prefect,
Ruth Hicks, attended a U. N. "community building" seminar. From her witty remarks, we gathered
that this seemingly impressive topic did not prevent
her from having a good time.
As part of the United Nations Day celebrations
in Detroit, our head executives, Sharon Leary and
Don Hedrick, accompanied by Mr. Cook, had the
privilege of participating in a discussion as members of a panel composed of men and women from
over a dozen different countries. In recorded extracts from the program, we heard voices with
accents betraying birth in lands ranging from Japan
to Germany, and from India to Hawaii. These
people, who are studying at Wayne University,
expressed hope for universal brotherhood and explained their faith in the U. N. We easily understood the reason for the enthusiasm in Sharon's and
Don's accounts.
I am sure that by presenting concrete proof of
the achievements of U. N. organizations in the past,
as well as their present projects, · this year's assembly brought a surge of faith in the £uture to
everyone in the audience.
Paulette Schwitzer.
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GENERAL ASSEMBLIES
This year the assemblies committee, under Emil Posiluyko,
did a wonderful job in presenting us with a variety of
enjoyable programmes.
The student body was fortunate in hearing many guest
speakers. Among these was Miss Nazla Dane who spoke on
the importance of education with respect to planning and
building a better future. Another speaker, Lt. Cdr. G. J.
Brightin, R.C.N. school relations officer, gave an informative
and inspiring talk on the Royal Canadian Navy.
Entertainers from the school included John Baytuluk, who
played his saxophone and clarinet, and Pat Clements whose
wonderful voice has thrilled everyone. Virginia Phillips and
Cathy Sadler entertained the students with their various
dance routines.
There was also a panel discussion concerning the length
of the lunch hours. The girls from llE who took part were
Maisie Pundsack, Donna Myles, Nellie Deep, Lucy Fabian,
Gloria Crew, and Madeline Black. Alvarro Grady acted as
moderator.
One of the most exciting assemblies took place when
Frankie Castro came to sing some popular tunes. He was
accompanied by the Bill Morgan quartet which includes
John Baytuluk of Patterson. Peter Grant, a graduate of last
year, and his group played at another assembly and we
enjoyed hearing them once again.
Thanks, assemblies committee, for the great job you have
done this year.

CHRISTMAS ASSEMBLY
After a lunch hour sparked with the excitement of
mistletoe, the 1954 Christmas Assembly began.
A modern version of "The Christmas Carol" was presented
first on the progr!lm, Emil Posiluyko, Virginia P hillips, and
Ernie Rolfe acted in the leading roles. The student body
then joined in singing many favourite Christmas songs.
Everyone enjoyed the Christmas carols which were s ung by
our school choir. "Santa Claus" Fred August came down the
chimney, and presented a variety of gifts to the "good" boys
and girls of Patterson. The members of the staff were delighted with the drinking cups received from "Old Saint
Nick". One of the highlights of the assembly was the
presentation of a fan to Mr. Bass from his "Grade 13 Fan
Club".
Then, Santa went back up the chimney, hopped into his
sleigh, and began his journey back to the North Pole.
Mary Ann Prusak.

ELECTION ASSEMBLY
Shortly after the beginning of the fall term, preparations
were underway for the election assembly. Ruth Hicks and
Sharon Leary sought the position of head girl, and Bob
Fulford and Don Hedrick ran for head boy.
For several weeks before the election, the halls were gaily
decorated with posters urging the voters to cast their ballots
for one or another of the candidates.
This assembly will always be remembered by the students
of Patterson. Who could forget George McMillan as a M.C.,
Emil Posiluyko's riotous portrayal of the drunk, "Dismal
Joe", or Bob Hinton as his ever-loving wife "Rose".
We shall always thrill at the recollection of the beautiful
voice of Pat Clements, and laugh when we recall the h ilarious
unemployment skit.
Don Hedrick and Sharon Leary were elected to the
positions of head boy and head girl. Since their election,
they have proved themselves to be worthy represe::itatives
of our student body.
Arlene Lopatin.
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COMMENCEMENT
Date: December 22, 1954.
Scene: Patterson Collegiate Auditorium.
Time: 8 p.m.
Occasion: The Annual Commencement Exercises.
Mr. Haight is raising his baton; it's almost time! There,
the band's playing the processional. Get into step, left foot
first. Please, knees-stop shaking! Now, I've got to remember to smile! There's my mother. Oh, I wish she wouldn't
grin at me like that. Only a few more steps and I can sit
down, thank goodness!
Now to begin. Mr. McCallum is acting as chairman this
year. Who is he introducing? Why, it's Don Brown.
Imagine a member of Parliament addressing our graduating
class. His advice will be worth taking. Now, Mr. McLeod is
going to present the diplomas and certificates. Hey! That's
us! Here come the butterflies again. What would I ever do
if I tripped on my gown? Oh, perisih the thought! Now, up
the stairs, cross the stage, shake hands with the right,
receive with the left, down the stairs, and sit. Well, congratulations, kiddo, nary a mishap.
Golly, all these people around me look so grown-up in
their gowns and mortar-boards. You'd never believe that
just last year, they were scurrying around Patterson's halls,
and slowly driving the teachers insane. It's just as Peter
Grant is saying in his valedictory, as he recalls some of the
incidents still so fresh in our memories of days at Patterson,
and adds t hat our high school education is something to be
taken seriously, too.
Now for a bit of music, produced by talent straight from
Patterson. Pat Clements is going to sing, and then there's
a violin quartette. I wonder if those students are thinking
that they'll be in our places in a year or two, themselves.
Well, on with the programme. Look at the list of scholarships! Let's see, there are twenty-three of them! What a
record! I'll bet Mr. Marshall's feeling pretty proud.
Now Mr. Pew presents the medals and prizes. Then
Sharon Leary, as Head Girl, gives the Collegiate Council
Prizes. Miss Gregory awards the honour and merit pins, and
it's all over. Hey, I've graduated!! And it was painless!

SPECIAL ASSEMBLY
Dr. F. S. Brien honoured us greatly on the morning of
March 2nd when he presented his annual awards to the
winners of the public speaking contest here at Patterson.
Dr. Brien has generously donated these awards without fail
for many years, and has even sent them from as far as
England and Belgium during the war. This year, awards of
autographed books were presented to Gilbert Percy, Elsie
Johnson, Thomas Siemack, and Deanna Wells.
Dr. Brien, currently a professor of medicine at the University of Western Ontario, is himself a graduate of Patterson. While attending the school, he was greatly interested
in public speaking, and won the W.O.S.S.A. championship
in 1926.
We students greatly appreciate Dr.. Brien's generosity, and
hope that we will follow his example, and take an active
interest in Patterson Collegiate in the coming years.
*
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In 12B History discussion on Dating:
Nancy W. (Chairman): "Well, what if the boy is too shy
and the girl is too shy?"
Wayne P.: "In that case they are like parallel lines-they
will never meet."
PATTERSON
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CLUBS

PATTERSON HI-Y

CHESS CLUB

The purpose of the Patterson Hi-Y is to create, extend,
and maintain high standards of character throughout the
school and community. It is on this purpose that our platform of service and social program is based.
The principle underlying all Hi-Y activities is service.
This year, together with the Y-Teens, we sponsored a Hallowe'en party at the "Y" for the boys and girls of the
neighbourhood. At Christmas, we helped Mr. Mennie to
repair toys, and to distribute them to needy children. We
sold coke at all the home basketball games, and at the
Backfield Bounce and Melody March. A fifty dollar bursary
from our club was presented to Bill Pahomey.
Socially, we have been very successful this year. At
Christmas, the Y-Teens and the Hi-Y had a joint party. In
February, the club attended "Operation Friendship" at St.
Paul's Anglican Church. We also enjoyed a weekend skiing
trip to Camp Merril Palmer in Northern Michigan.
The 1954-55 executive of our club consisted of the following: Edward Mitchell, president; Allan Grant, vice-president;
Bob Fowler, secretary; and Bob Renaud, treasurer. Sergeant
at Arms was George Dennis. The standing committees were
chaired by the following: Allan Grant, programs; Alec Deep,
telephone; John Burkhart, social; Walter Armes, special
projects; and Ken Rowland, in charge of coke sales. Mr.
Fraser was our teacher sponsor; Rod Beaten our club
mentor, and J im Mair, the 'Y" secretary. The members of
the club are extremely appreciative of their guidance during
the year.
Edward Mitchell.

'·Check-mate" is the reward a chess player gets from
many patient moments of careful study, calculation, and
delicate manoeuvering.
The Chess Club was one of the three new clubs formed in
Patterson this year. Shortly after its formation, this club
sponsored a tournament which enabled each contestant to
play at least one game. The players who had superior or
"beginner's luck" were able to play on.
Joachim Diederich was elected president and Tom Reid
vice-president of the club.
Jane Hirst.

CHECKER CLUB
Through the efforts of Mr. Mennie and Mr. Dawson, a
Checker Club has been formed in the school. As its first
venture, this club organized a checker tournament open to
all the students of Patterson. Most of the participants have
co-operated to the fullest extent by bringing their own
equipment for this tournament and by playing their games
on schedule. This contest has progressed very satisfactorily,
and has made the lunch-hours of its many competitors much
more enjoyable.
We hope the student body will follow our example, and
perhaps organize many other clubs in the future.
Isaac Engelbaum.
Pat Weese.

THE PATTERSON CAMERA CLUB
The work of the Camera Club is educational, and interesting. It gives the students an opportunity to work
together co-operatively. During the year, each of the members has used the new camera and electronic flash unit
which we have recently purchased. They are given the
chance to gain the knowledge of camera techn ique and to
learn developing, printing, and enlarging. The club takes
pictures of sporting events, teams, classes, and school
dances, such as the Backfield Bounce and Melody March.

l
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This year's executive includes:President-Lewis Doughty.
Vice-President-Wayne Penney.
Secretary-Sandra Saltmarche.
Treasurer-Don Newman.
Sponsor Teacher-Mr. Mennie.
PATRICIAN

THE BAND
The Patterson Senior Band under the baton of Mr. J.
Stone is gaining new talent each year from the student
body, and is continually developing the musical ability of
its members to a higher degree. With a growing library of
music, the band has been able to increase its repertoire
tremendously. During various assemblies, the band has
played some of the favourite "Sousa" marches and School
Songs. This year, as before, the band gave a h ighly commendable performance at the music festival which was held
in the Patterson auditorium. A schedvle was planned enabling the band to tour several public schools, a nd thus to
interest them in one of the finest high school band programmes available in all Ontario. This spring, Windsor will
witness the finest high school cadet band that has ever set
foot on the parade square.
As we view the progress made by Mr. Stone and his
musicians, we feel that the band will continue to be a credit
both to itself and the school.
Julius Oginski.

THE STAMP CLUB
Since the Stamp Club was founded at the end of January,
weekly meetings have been held on Wednesdays. Up to
this time, thirteen stamp collecto1·s have become members
of the club.
During the meetings, questions prepared by the members
are answered and discussed. Speeches have been given by
the president and vice-president, and in the future, every
member will be given an opportunity to speak on the topic
of his choice, if it pertains to philately. For the final half
hours of the meetings, the members trade stamps, and
discuss their collections.
In time to come, we hope that more students will develop
an interest in the wonderful hobby of stamp collecting, and
JOm our club. With an increase in membership, the club
will progress and become more successful.

THE BADMINTON CLUB
The badminton club began its 1955 season by electing
Claudia Roy president, Carol Cameron equipment manager,
and Joan St. Clair treasurer. Some of our "birdie chasers"
entered the Hunter Badminton tournament, and two of our
girls were victorious. They were Cathryn Wright and Patsy
Clair, who won the ladies' 2nd year doubles.
This year, the collegiate council voted the club twentyfive dollars for new equipment. With this money, they
bought four new racquets, and a dozen plastic birds.
We are hoping for a very successful season, and will end
with a tournament later in the year.
Claudia Roy.
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Y TEENS

THE JUNIOR RED CROSS

The Purpose of the Y Teens:To build a fellowship of women and girls devoted to the
task of realizing in their common life those ideals of personal and social Jiving to which we are committed by our
faith as Christians. In this endeavour, we seek to understand Jesus, to share His love for all people, and to grow
in the knowledge and love of God.
This year, the Y Teens had as its service project the
arranging and carrying out of a Hallowe'en Party for the
junior members of the Y and their friends. It was planned
in association with the members of the Patterson Hi-Y.
As an annual event, we again helped with the wrapping
and distributing of toys for some of the less fortunate
children in the city.
Together with the Hi-Y, we held a very successful clothing
drive supported by the students of the school.

The members of the Junior Red Cross were very fortunate
this year in obtaining Miss Long as teacher advisor. She
has been of great assistance in helping them carry out
various projects.
By means of a "Penny Drive" they were able to taise
money to help the victims of hurricane "Hazel" in Toronto.
At Christmas, they sent a basket of fruit to James Bruce, an
ex-Patterson student, who is in the Essex County Sanatorium. From a showing of the films of the Grey Cup Football game, they were able to raise twenty-three dollars.
This money was used to make up five health kits, which
were sent to teenagers in Ceylon, who in turn sent us a
pound of tea. This tea was served to the residents of an old
folks' home in Windsor.
The executive of this club consists of Maralyn Brown,
president; Barbara Jackson, vice-president; Peggy Stewart,
secretary; and Mary Chaborek, treasurer.
Maralyn Brown.

Members of the Y Teens served, along with other
service clubs of the Y, at a Community Red Feather Dinner.
The Hi-Y are very pleased to have the girls cook at their
dinner meetings, held every other week.
Our Conf@rcnc@ this y@ar was held at Peterborough, Ontario, during the month of April.
The Members of the Executive are:Donna Bain, President.
Elsie Johnson, Secretary.

EXCHANGE ·
The magazines received from other high schools play an
important role in our continuous efforts to improve our own
Patrician. Whether they speak of schools from our own
province, or from as far away as Tasmania, they contain a
wealth of information from which each editor draws fresh
ideas to brighten his department.
Therefore, we gratefully acknowledge the receipt of the
following year-books, and wish their editorial staffs continued success:

Barbara Stewart, Treasurer.
Our Advisors are:-

The Spartalogue-Forster C. I., Windsor;

Miss Gladys Wagg, Teacher Advisor.
Mrs. James Mair, Y.W.C.A. Advisor.

The Kencoll-Kennedy C. I., Windsor;
The Blue and White-Walkerville C. I., Windsor;

Donna Myles.

The Towers-W. D. Lowe Vocational School, Windsor.
The Volt-Ingersoll Coll., Ingersoll;

CHEERLEADERS

Vox Colligiensis-St. Catharines Coll. & Voc. School, St.
Catharines;

The Senior Cheerleaders of 1954-55 were chosen from last
year's Juniors. Two male members were also added to the
squad. This year, for the first time, they led the cheering at
several of the hockey games, and in spite of the cold and
poor attendance, they hope to carry on this idea next
season. The Senior Cheerleaders are Geraldine Cowling,
Jacquelyn Cowling, Marilyn Holmes, Claudia Roy, Jean
Wood, Bob Roy, and Jim Grieves. We are very grateful to
Miss Gregory for the time she spent in training us.
Our Junior Cheerleaders have done a wonderful job this
year, and we hope that they will continue to improve in the
future. They have acquired new uniforms, which consist of
white blouses, maroon skirts, shorts, and scarves. The
Juniors are Maxine Renaud, Penny Purdy, Donn a Bain,
Deanna Wells, Rhonnda Fowler, and Chalene Mundie.
Jacky Cowling.

•

•

•

*

Stan Clair-"Let's skip English to-day."
Bob Proctor-"Can't, I need the sleep."

•

•

•

•

Mr. Cook always called a spade a spade until he stepped
on one in the dark.

•

•

*

*

Mr. Haight-"What is the nitrate of sodium?"
Hugo Kovach-"Half the day rate I suppose, Sir."
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Actor-Kenner C. I., Peterborough;
Vox Studentium-Niagara Falls Coll. & Voc., Niagara
Falls;
The Purple and Gold-Gordon Bell High School, Winnipeg;
Ad Astra Annual-Sarnia C. I., Sarnia;
The Echoes-Peterborough C. I., Peterborough;
The Bluff-Scarboro C. I., Scarboro;
The Alibi-Albert College, Belleville;
The Brown and White Revue-Pretoria District High
School, Pretoria;
The Neutron-New Toronto High School, Toronto;
The Log-Hobart High School, Hobart, Tasmania;
The Owl-Belfast Royal Academy, Belfast, North Ireland.
*

•

•

•

In Miss Adam's English Class:"
Jim Cook-"Miss Adams, I thought that movie on the
Tortoise and the Hare was stupid."
Miss Adams-"Now, Jim, don't you think that there was
a good lesson to be learned from that movie?"
Roy Ritsco-"Certainly! Never race with a turtle!"
PATTERSON
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MELODY MARCH
Under a canopy of multicolored balloons at t he Masonic
Temple, Patterson Collegiate staged its very successful
annual Melody March.
Lepding their patronage were: Mr. and Mrs. G. E.
Marshall; Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Culbert; Mr. and Mrs. J. J.
Bowden; Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Bass; Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Newman; Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Cook; Mr. and Mrs. B. A. Mennie;
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Haight; Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Cummings.
Leading the grand march were Sharon Leary, in blue,
with Bob Grieves, and Geraldine Simpson, in yellow, with
Don Hedrick.
They were followed by Cathryn Wright, in blue, with
Ricky Mailey; Ruth Hicks, in green taffeta, with Gordon
Wilson; Ilga Valdonis, in green, with Bob Fulford; Gail Ryan,
in pink, with Fred August; Yvonne Durocher, in yellow, with
John Baytaluk; Margaret Woolley, in blue, with George
Clements; Arelene Findley, in white, with Warner Day;
Marion Baldwin, in yellow, with Ken Verbridge; Mady
Weiland, in pink, with Bob Couvillon; Annette Gauthier, in
blue, with Larry Frenette; Anne Turnbull, in white taffeta,
with Bob Coughell; Helen Zapotochny, in blue, with Ed
Mitchell; Maxine Renaud, in pink, with Bob Fowler; and
Jean Noel, in green, with Mike Melega.
Winners of t he spot dance were Sandra Burdett, in white,
with Bob Roy.
Seen admiring the miniature silk fans, given as favours
were Carol Anderson and George McMillan; Carol Kolko and
Ken Angus; Shirley Rising and Stan Zdonek; Jean Wood
and Jim Grieves; Geraldine Cowling and Paul Valentine;
Todd Hatch and Emil Posiluyko; Norma Rigney and Bill
Powers; Barbara Hardy and Stan Clair; Madeline Duncan
and Joe Loosemore; Pat Logan and Bill Clemenson; Barbara
Kennedy and George Turton; Carol Fortier and Doug Knox;
Marilyn Lambert and Ken Chesney; Margo Macfie and Bud
Laframboise; Shirley Honour and John Pastorius; Marilyn
Goyeau and Ron Ruta; and many, many others.

JUST THE FACTS, M'AM!
We are P.M. and G.T. We are spies. These are the halls
of P.C.I. We snooped here. All we wanted were the facts
-and we got them!
G.S. always sings "Don-de-Don-Don." The programme is
sponsored by M.D.'s special "Loose-more" diet, and comes to
you as a public service through the facilities of Doug K.'s
private radio station, C-A-R-0-L. The "Sales" manager in
9E is P.B. Our detective staff is made up of many capable
persons; E.P., who doesn't count his chickens before t hey
"Hatch"; E.L., who's motto is "Sinky" or swim; N.R., who
may not be very strong, but still has her "Powers"; Vocational's Glenn, who knows what is "Best" for him; Donna
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D., who knows "Wright" from wrong; H.Z., suitable because
she had a good "Ed" on her shoulders; G. Garrow, who
always says she "Ken" do it, and J.K., who wonders if she
"Burke"-ing up the wrong tree. Our band consists of Captain J.E. and his "Crew". Our costume colours are "Brown"
for M. H., ' "Rose" for B.Ch., and "White" for S. Coates.
Throughout the year, we have heard of many mysteries.
Now, "just the facts."
John P. does not get high marks, so why is he an
"Honour" student? Why is J.W. always "Grieve"-ing? Has
S.W. robbed a bank lately? She seems "Richard" than most
of us these days. Why does B.C. buy his furniture at
"Mady's", while M.B. goes to Detroit? Who is the "Marshall" that G. Grieves is always yelling for? Surely, not
our principal! Did M.M. realize when she told Bud to give
her a "ring" that he really would? Why does Penny like
Wheatley so well? What's the attraction at Forster for
M.B.? Hum-m-m! Could it be John? Could Mike K.'s wolfcut have anything to do with his personality? Who would
the football team never be without? Could it be C.S. or
M.H. ? P.C.'s favourite mystery is "T.B. or not T.B. That is
the question.'' N.M. has an answer. Why doesn't Margaret
stick to 9E? Would Mary Mc. rather "Bill" and coo than
listen to t he drums or sing? Why can't M.T. follow Chuck
to his school? P.V., G.C., E.R., and G.M. make a foursome.
Why don't they play bridge? Who directs lOA's director?
"The whole town's talking about the 'Jones' boy," and S.S.
Is Gilbert really trying to sell that sweet !'ii thing an ad,
or is he just kidding us? Why is C. Ro,y so interested in
basket ball lately? Is Joe C. (future dentist) just interested
in N.S.'s teeth? What sweet "Kidd" at Forster has A.D.'s
heart? We wonder if Elisha crossed the ice for Jim C., and
if H.A. t hinks Barb's "Seech" a nice girl. Who is the boy
that puts t he twinkle in Joyce's eye every Monday morning,
and who is the mystery woman in 12B that J.O. has his eye
on? How many boys has J.B. got in the palm "de sa
main?" Who is our secret agent for grade 9? Heather?
Right now we are still working on Melody March mysteries. Will K.A.'s favourite drink still be "'Kolko"? Will
P.L. keep on singing "Oh my darling, Cleminson"? Will
Sydney still be "Mary"? Will 1.V. continue "Bobbing"? We
wonder if M.M. will go on singing "Noel, Noel" regardless of
the season?
At the end of our programme, our editor is always heard
yelling, "Roy! Roy! Roy!"
Any resemblance to persons living is purely intentional,
and no innocent ( who's innocent?) person is to be protected.
We got the facts! We gave you the hints! Now, get busy!
This is a "Patrician" production. Will th ese still be just
the facts, "M'am" next year? Tune in again, same school,
same amagazine at that time and find out.
Peggy Measor and George Turton.
PATTERSON

BACKFIELD BOUNCE
Staged in the traditional football setting, the Backfield
Bounce was its usual success. Small football players, made
of cork, served as favours and gaily coloured streamers
were intertwined overhead with balloons suspended between
them. Silhouettes of football and soccer players decorated
the waJls, and individual pictures of the football team added
to the effect. Each school was represented by a football
player over the baskets and the circular bandstand was
framed with green and silver streamers.
The high-spot of the dance was the crowning of the football King and Queen. Fred August was named King and
Sharon Leary, Queen. Sharon wore a brown tweed dress.
Lending their patronage for the evening were Mr. and
Mrs. G. E. Marshall, Mr. and Mrs. A. Frank Newman, Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Fraser, Mr. and Mrs. William Culbert, Mr. and
Mrs. J. H. Bowden, Mr. and Mrs. John Stone, Mr. and Mrs.
George Pew, and Mr. and Mrs. Brown.
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Seen dancing were Sharon Leary with Morgan Clark;
Gerry Simpson with Don Hedrick; Ruth Hicks with Ed
Mitchell; Joan Beresford with Bob Fulford; Gail Ryan with
Fred August; Ann Turnbull with Murray Rigney; Susan
Weber with Richard Clark; Ma:xine Renaud with Roger
Sadler; Carol Anderson with Warner Day; Barbara Lambert
with Wilbert Ott; Yvonne Durocher with John Baytaluk;
Barbara Horshall with Gary Weir; Barbara Hardy with Stan
Clair; Gerry Cowling with Ernie Rolfe; Marilyn Homes with
George MacMillan; Pat Clair with Tom Belchuck; Barbara
Gregory with Jack Polsky; Mary Baxter with Bob Fowler;
Donna Myles with Bob Renaud; Rhonda Fowler with Hubert
Arnowitz; Mady Weiland with Bob Couvillon; Cathy Wright
with Roy Gould; Gail Martin with Paul Valentine; Donna
Morgan with Jerry Bocchini; Carol Kolko with Stan Zdonek;
Beverly Kipp with Walter Ewasyke; Jean Kucy with John
Carswell; Barbara Yaeger with Hugh Gillespie; Jerry Gravel
with Bill Stefan; Donna Dufour with Doug Wright; Donna
Bain with Tom Cookson; Aili Korolainen with Dino Panniccia; Donna Amlin with Bob Proctor; Charlene Mundie
with Bill Cleminson; Shirley Sadler with Keith Halliday;
Catherine Sadler with Tom Newton; Marilyn Hurt with Bob
Brown; Jean Wood with Jim Grieves; Barbara Kennedy with
George Turton; Norma Rigney with Bill Powers; and many,
many others.

While returning home on Wednesday, I looked back on
the past few days, and realized that I had had a dream
come true. I had seen world-famous buildings and people,
but t he thing that impressed me most of all was that I had
seen representatives of sixty nations sitting around one
table in an effort to solve their mutual problems and to
bring about world peace. I sincerely believe that this is the
only way that the peoples of the world can bring about
universal peace, and that the United Nations is the only
channel t hrough which it can be obtained.
Don Hedrick.

QUOTATIONS
Conscience is the still small voice that makes you feel
smaller.
Speaking of money, it's the husband's job to make it first,
and the wife's job to make it last.

Flattery is the art of telling the other fellow what he
thinks of himself.

On Saturday, November 13, 1954, I found myself, along
with five other fellows and a chaperone, aboard a streamlined train speeding toward New York City, the home of the
United Nations. We arrived in Grand Central Station at
about 9:30 P.M., after a thirteen hour train ride. We
managed to catch a cab, which took us to the McBurney
Y.M.C.A., where we stayed during our four days in New
York. As soon as we were settled in our rooms, we took a
walk down to Times Square. Even though we had been
prepared for a wonderful sight, it was all we could manage
to stand spellbound, and to gaze at the myriad of lights.

Goodwill is like mercury; if you once let it loose, it runs
all over the place.

Sunday was spent in sight-seeing. We strolled down
famous 5th Avenue, visited Rockefeller Center and enjoyed
a tour of lower New York. That evening, we were guests
at Soldier Parade, a television ta lent show featuring Arlene
Frances as Mistress of Ceremonies.

ON

PATRICIAN
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On Tuesday, we spent another day in the U. N., observing
other committees in action. The evening was spent in
taking a last look at New York, and in particular, at the
famous Radio City.

MY UNITED NATIONS TRIP

,.

isy!

For our first glance at the U.N. in action, we attended a
session of the Security Council, where we heard such
distinguished men as the late Andre Vishinsky, and Canada's representative, the Hon. Paul Martin. During meetings
such as this, speeches are simultaneously translated into the
official languages of French, Chinese, English, Russi!lln, and
Spanish. Later that afternoon, we met Mr. Martin, and he
honoured us by guiding our tour through the General
Assembly Building.

Results are what we expect-Consequences are what we
get.

Monday was our first day at the U.N. The U.N. buildings
are located on the banks of the East River, and are constructed almost entirely of white marble, steel, and glass.
These complex structures are the General Assembly building
( the tall glass and marble workshop of the Secretariat), a
large, rectangular building on the lower side (given over
largely to conference chambers), and a large library to the
South-west. The visitors' entrance to the headquarters is
located at the North end of the marble and limestone Assembly Building. Leading into t!he lobby are seven nickleplated doors, which were donated by Canada. The interior

nal,
ted.

is even more breathtaking, and when one enters the conference building, he is immediately aware that the design
and atmosphere are suited for action and achievement.

You will never "find" time for a nything worth while. You
must make it.
A true diplomat is a man who can convince his wife she
looks too stout in a fur coat.
Paying alimony we read, is like meeting installments on
the car, after the wreck.
We are inclined to judge ourselves by our ideals, others
by their acts.
There is only one rule for being a good talker: learn to
listen.
The largest room in the world is the room for selfimprovement.
The brain is a wonderful thing. It never stops functioning
from the time you're born until you stand up to make a
speech.
Busy people have no time to be busybodies.
Stretch the truth and you ruin it.
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FOREIGN LANGUAGES

HOMMES COURAGEUX!

GERMAN
Der Rattenfonger von Hameln
Hameln ist eine alte, deutsche Stadt an dem Flusz Weser.
Einst gab es in der Stadt viele, viele Ratten und Mreuse. In
Strellen und Scheuneu, in jedem Hause und in aller Zimmesu
liefen sie hesum, und die armen Leute kommten sich kaum
mehr helfen.
Da kam eines Tages ein Pfeifer nach Hameln. Es ging
zum Bi.irgermeister und sprach: "Wenn 1hr mis tausend
Gulden Gebt, so roill ich alle Ratten und Mreuse aus der
Stadt locken."
Der Bi.irgermeister versprach dem Pfeifer das Geld, und
dieser nahm seine Pfeife, setzte sic an den Mund und fing
an zu blasen. Es klang so laut und schrill, wie wenn im
Winter des Sturm durch die Ba:mme pfeift. Und sidhe! aus
alien Ha:msern, aus Strellen und Scheumen kamen die Ratten
und Mrouse hervor und folgten dem Pfeifer durch die
Straszen des Stadt bis au die Weser. Und es lockte sie in
den Flusz, und da estrauken sie alle.
Dann ging er in die Stadt zum Bi.irgermeister und sprach:
"Ich habe die Ratten und Mreuse aus der Stadt gelockt, nun
gebt mir auch die tausend Gulden, die Ihr mir versprachen
habt."
Doch des Bi.irgerrneister hielt sein Wart nicht und
bezahlte dem Rattenfrenger keinen Heller.
Da wurde dieser zornig und sagte zum Bi.irgermeister:
"Das wird auch noch leid tun!" Am nsechsten Sonntag, als
die groszen Leute in der Kirche waren, nahm er wieder
seine Pfeife und spielte. Jetzt klang es wunderba?" si.isz, wie
wenn die Nachtigall singt, und im Fruhling ein saufter Wind
in den Blrettern spielt. Und aus alien Hseusern kamen
Kindlein, Knaben und Msedchen hervor und folgten dem
Pfeifer bis au einen Berg vor der Stadt. Dieser stand weit
offen, und der Pfeifer lockte a.lie Kinder in den Berg. Dann
schlosz der Berg sich wieder. Nus ein lahmer Knabe, der
nicht schnell auf den Beinen war, blieb zuri.ick und erzrehltc
den Lenten, was gescheben war.
Und die Vreter und die Mi.itter aus Hameln gingen vor
den Berg und weinten und ldar:ten.
Allein den Rattenfaenger und die Kinder sah man wiemals
wieder.
Der Schlusz.

• •

En France, Marius et Olive sont le type du Marseillais
vantard (boasting) et fanfaron (bragging) qui raconte
toujours des histoires impossibles et se glorifie de ses
prouesses (high deeds) quand en realite ii m'est qu'un )ache
(coward).
On raconte qu'un soir Marius et Olive, se promenant,
virent deux cambrioleurs (burglars) essayant d'entrer dans
une bijouterie (a jeweller's).
Olive veut s'elancer (rush upon) sur eux.
-Es-tu fou (crazy), dit Marius. Qu'est-cc que tu vas
faire? Tu vois bien qu'ils sont de1Ux et nous sommes seuls!
QUELLE BARBE (BEARD)
Un beige, M. Jules Dumont, avait une barbe longue de
plus de 3 metres et demi, soit de 12 peids.
INSTINCT DE JOUEUR (GAMBLER) 1
La maitresse du jardin d'enfants montre un piece de 25c
classe, la pose sur la table et demande brusquement:
"Qu'est-ce que c'est ?" Une petite voix repond "Pile!"
(tails).

a as

EN CLASSE
La Maitresse: Pierrot, qu'est-ce qui est le plus loin, la
lune ou la Chine?
Pierrot: La Chine.
La Maitresse: Mais non. Pourquoi dis-tu ea?
Pierrot: Puisque nous pouvons voir la lune et que nous
ne pouvons pas voir Ja Chine!

LATIN
He who urges others on, shares the responsibility.
Tubicen ab hostibus captus, 'ne me,' inquit, 'interficite,
nam inermis sum, neque quicquam habeo praeter hanc
tubam.' At hostes, 'Propter hoe ipsum,' inquiunt, 'te interimcmus, quod cum ipse pugnandi sis imperitus, alios ad
pugnam incitare sole.'
Fabula docet. non solum maleficos esse puniedos, sed
etiam eos, qui alios ad male faciendum irritent.

FRAN<;AIS
Jeannot: Quand je me tiens la tete en bas ( upside down),
le sang y ( to my head) afflue. Pourquoi le sang n' afflue
t-il pas a mes pieds quand je me tiens debout?
Pierre: C'est tres simple. C'est parce que tes pieds ne
sont pas vides.
NE SOYEZ PAS AVARE (MEAN)

' 'Who will put the bell on the cat."
Mures aliquando habuerunt consilium quo mode sibi a fele
caverent. Multis aliis propositis omnibus placuit, ut ei tintinnabulum annecteretur; sic @nim ipsos sonitu admonitos
eum fugere posse. Sed cum iam inter mures quaereretur,
qui feli tintinnabulum annecteret, memo repertus est.
Fabula docet, in suadendo plurimos esse audaces, sed in
ipso periculo timidos.
Retorts for persons who lie about their age.

Jean etait un fermier si avare qu'il eiit l'ide de melanger
de la sciure de bois a la nourriture qu'il donnait a ses poules.
Tout alla bien pendant quelque temps: mais au printemps,
Jes ayant mises a couver, it eut la desagreable surprise de
ii voir eclore (come to light) des poussins (chicks ) a jambes
de bois.

Redargiumus interim aperte, ut Cicero Vibium Cunium,
multum de annis aetatis suae mentientem:

CELA DEPEND

Interim et simulata assensione, ut idem, Fabia Dolabellae
dicente triginta se annos habere.'

-Papa, les rois et les reines sont-ils toujou,·s tres bons?
-Cela depend de [a couleur de l'atout (trump).
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'Tum ergo, cum una declamabamus mm eras natus!'

'Verum est,' inquit, 'nam hoe illam iam viginti annis
audio!'
PATTERSON

SENIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL
This year's senior basketball team was not the greatest i_n
the school's long line of champions, but nevertheless, it
ranks near the top. Over the regular season schedule, the
team lost only two games, both of these defeats handad to
them by Assumption. At the end of the season, Patterson
and Assumption were tied for first place. In the semi-finals,
played at Walkerville, the Panthers met Lowe Vocational.
The game was close for the first half, but then we s~arted
to click, and finally put the game on ice. The upset victory
by Kennedy over Assumption pitted the two arch-rivals
against each other for the city championship. The red-hot
Clippers scored their second major upset in five days, and
prevented the Panthers from winning their 8th W.S.S.A.
crown in nine years.
On the following week-end, in London, the Panthers
gained revenge when they met the now favoured Clipp~rs
in the semi-finals. Patterson got off to a fast start with
Warner Day, Wilber Ott, and Gary Weir leading the attack,
while Morgan Clark, Tom Newton, and Fred August controlled the rebounds. The game ended with Patterson on
the winning side of a topsided 70-34 score. In the finals
against London Beck, the Panthers won their ninth W. 0. S.
S. A. title by the score of 46-39.
On the next week-end, the Panthers played in the AllOntario Play Offs, held in Niagara Falls. In the semi-finals,
the Panthers were forced into two exhausting over-time
periods by the strong Sudbury Blue Devils before Warner
Day clinched it with two foul shots. The final score was
65-63. In the final game against a spirited team from Stamford Collegiate, Niagara Falls, the Panthers, still exhausted
from the gruelling afternoon contest, dropped the decision,
54-47.
This year, the Patterson Panthers again dominated the
All-City Dream Team by placing three players on it: Fred
August, Wilbert Ott, and Gary Weir.
Heading the seniors into action were forwards Wilbert Ott
and Warner Day, centre Gary Weir, and guards Fred August
and Tom Newton. Backing up this starting five were
Morgan Clark, Paul Valentine, Hugh Murray, Hugh Gillespie,
Bing Willaughan, John Baytaluk, Joe Salem, and Jack
Polsky.
Gary Weir.

JUNIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL
Although this year's Junior Boys' Basketball Team finished
with a record of nine losses to one solitary win, they lost
several games by less than ten points, including a decision
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to J:"orster by only two points. Our only victory was against
the Lowe Vocational juniors, in the first game of the season.
In addition to the regular season, they split a pair of exhibition games with Cranbrook Institute, from near Birmingham, Michigan.
The first team consisted of forwards Leonard Skinner and
John McCallum, centre Dick Clark, and guards Ralph Winograd and Gerald Simpson. Sharing in the action were such
capable substitutes as Frank Harnadek, Bill Cleminson, Paul
Runstedler, David Cook, Bobby Weepers, and Bill Galerno.
Much credit for what little success they had is due to
their coach, Mr. Doug Bell, who spent many long hours
improving their ability as basketball players. We also
appreciate the fine services of Manager Bob Proctor and of
score-keeper Tony Cook.

GOLF
Practically all students at Patterson Collegiate are familiar
with the continued success of our football and basketball
teams, and with the many championships won by our track
teams, for these activities comprise our major sports. However, the lull between the football and basketball season in
the past years has developed a keener interest in the minor
sports, among which golf is gain ing more and more
popularity.
Each succeeding year the golf squad has increased both
in quantity and quality. The outlook for the 1954 squad
was not too encouraging with only three members of the
previous year's team returning. However, added impetus
was forthcoming with t he enrolment of Bob Panasiuk, one
of the finest young golfers in the city, as well as the turnout
of several others who boasted two or three years' experience
in the annual Boys' Tournament.
Tryouts for the team were held at the Little River Golf
Course, and the top five golfers from the school were chosen
to represent Patterson in the city tournament a week later.
Bobby Panasiuk carded 73, Fred Harwood 91, Allan McCallum 95, Bill Cleminson 96, and Walter Armes 106. Although no one became a champion, this year's team showed
a definite improvement over last ,year's by advancing from
last place to third.
If we consider the chances of this team in the future,
Coach Dawson, who was a terrific asset this year, may be
pardoned for wearing a huge grin when he is thinking of
next year's team, for all but one member of this year's
squad will be back, with each one a year older and several
strokes lighter, we hope.
Bill Cleminson.

PATTERSON

JUNIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL
Back Raw: Mr. Marshall, Bob Proclor (manager), Gerald Simpson,
Richard Clark, Frank Harnedek, Leonard Skinner, Mr. Bell, (coach).
Front Raw: David Cook, Rolph Winograd, Paul Runstedler, Bab
Weepers, Bill Galerna, Bill Cleminson.
Absent: John McCallum.

SENIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL TEAM

Bock Row: Mr. Mcneel (cooch), Fred Augusl, Wilbert 011, Gory
Weir, Margan Clark, Tom Newlon, Ed Mitchell (manager).
Front Row : Paul Volentine, Joe Salem, Hugh Murray,
Willighon, John Baylaluk, Jock Polsky, Hugh Gillispie.

Bing

Absent: Warner Day.

HOCKEY
SENIOR GIRLS' BASKETBALL
Front Row: left lo right: C. Campbell, Jerry Bocchini, Dominic
Sada, Fred Glaude, George White, Andrew Nicolas, Allan Roberls,
Bock Row : left to right: (Mgr.) Woll Caplin, (Mgr.) Owen
Thomas, M. Campeau, Ston Clair, Andy Morrison, Orvol McGoffrey,
C. Brownell, Roy Cook (coach).
Absent: Bob Brawn.

Front Row : l. Butler, D. Dufour, M. Banwell, J . McPhail, S. Weber,
C. Sadler, P. Clair.
Second Raw : C. Vincen l (ca•captain), S. Sadler, M. Turnbull
E. Anderson, S. Haugh, P. Lagan, Mrs. Haight (coach) .
Bock Row : M. Arrand, M. Weiland (co-captain), S.
M. Anderson, J. Brook, S. Coates, J. Gault.

Burdett,

Burdett, Pat Logan (high scorer), Mavis Anderson, Susan
Hough, and Cathy Sadler. Grade ten produced such capable
substitutes as Susan Weber, Pat Clair, and Judy McPhail.
Backing the team from grade nine were Mary Turnbull,
Shirley Sadler, Janice Gault, Emeline Anderson, Joyce
Brook, and Mildred Arrand.
Next year should prove prosperous for the Senior Girls' .,
Team, as we only have two girls leaving. Let's hope we win
the championship!

HOCKEY

PATTERSON FOOTBALL REVIEW
The longest winning streak in W. S. S. A. football competition ended abruptly in the first game of the '54 season,
when a fast Kennedy team upset Patterson 23 to 12, ending
Patterson's winning streak of 21 games straight.
From there, it was touch and go all season for the
Panthers, who probably had the toughest schedule to play
in W. S. S. A. history. With Lowe Vocational out of the
league for two years and a new lengthened schedule formed
by league officials, Patterson was given the task of meeting
a power-packed Assumption team, and a speedy Kennedy
team twice each. After losing a mid-season contest to the
Clippers, beating Forster and Walkerville, and upsetting the
Purple Raiders twice in a row, Patterson played Assumption
in a thrilling semi-final opener. The Panthers finally emerged
as winners in overtime, 17 to 11, t hanks to some great dutch
kicking by Gary Weir; but they couldn't repeat their performance the following week, when they met Kennedy in
the final for the sixth season in a row. The Clippers outran
Patterson to the final whistle.

Another hockey season has ended. One of the most successful hockey teams in the school's history has accounted
for seven victories and a tie in ten games. It must also be
said that Patterson is the only school to have beaten all
others at least once during the regular season. However,
after eliminating Lowe Vocational in the semi-finals, Patterson lost to the defending champions from Assumption
High School in t he finals.
Guided by the fine coaching of Mr. Roy Cook, and inspired
by Captain George "Scarface" White, the team improved
steadily after a £altering start. The defensive end was held
up by White, Stan Clair, and Orvil McAfrey. The offensive
was led by centres Bob Brown, Dominic Soda, and Andy
Morrison flanked by high scoring wingers Jerry Bocchini
and ''Sonny" Campbell, as well as hard working Andy
Nicholas, Art Roberts, David Fletcher, and Carl Brownell.
As usual, our goalie Freddie Glaude was superb. Our managers "Ozzie" Thomas and Walt Caplin deserve a great deal
of credit for the long hours of work they put in for the
team's benefit.
Next year's hockey team will surely miss the coaching of
Mr. Cook, but with such veterans as Andy Nicholas, Stan
Clair, Art Roberts, and Andy Morrison returning, the team
should have another very successful season.

The Panther team this season was composed of such
standouts as Ken Angus, Fred August, .John Baytaluk, Jerry
Bocchini, Stan Clair, Morgan and Richard Clark, Warren
Day, Len Durocher, Alvarro Grady, Wilbur Ott, Murray
Rigney, Ernie Rolf, Ron Ruta, Roger Sadler, Len Skinner,
and Gary Weir.
The hard playing of both Clarks, Rigney, Sadler and
August paid off when they were chosen for the 1954 all city
"Dream Team."
Although this year's team didn't win the W. S. S. A.
Championship, they proved themselves a good capable squad.
The rookies of the team will be the nucleus around which
Coach Al Newman will hope to mould another Championship
team.
Fred Harwood.

SENIOR GIRLS' BASKETBALL
With a final record of 4-4, our girls duplicated that of
last year's Senior Girls' Basketball Team. Throughout the
season, they followed a systematic pattern; t hat is always
beating the Kennedy and Lowe Vocational girls, and persistently losing to t he teams from Forster and Walkerville.
They also played exhibition games against Leamington,
Riverside, and Assumption College this year, and of these
they won two out of four games.
Much credit is due to Mrs. Haight, who willingly devoted
all her spare time to changing a group of unskilled girls
into a skillful, experienced team. No other coach could have
done a better job. Gratitude is also extended to Norma
Rigney, their manager; Carol Kolko, their scorer; iind
Elspeth Lawrenson, their timer.
This year, our Senior Girls' Team consisted of Mady
Weiland and Carol Vincent (co-captains), Lorraine Butler,
Sharron Coates, Donna Dufour, Margaret Banwell, Sandra
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Dominic Soda.

SOCCER
This year our soccer team was a good one, but not quite
good enough to win the championship. It tied one, won one,
and lost four in a six game schedule.
Against Kennedy, Patterson tied the first one, which was
an exhibition game, 1-1; lost t he second, 1-2, and won the
third by the score of 2-1. The team lost its first game with
Walkerville, 0-4. In spite of an excellent performance, it
lost the second game, 1-2, mainly because of a decisive
penalty shot by Walkerville. On a very muddy field in
Jackson Park, the Panthers were beaten, 0-5, by an impressive Lowe Vocational team. Because of unfavourable
weather, the team was unable to play its final game against
Lowe.
This year's team, consisting of twenty-one players, was
quite large compared to teams of previous years. The defensive unit was composed of Larry Mitchell in goal, and
Martin Albert, Richard Krenz, Frank Harnadek, and Bob
Newman in the fullback positions. Alternating for positions
on the halfback line were: Gilbert Percy, Emil Posiluyko,
David Walker, Tony Barber, Bill Cleminson, and Everett Hill.
On the forward line were: George Dennis, George Henderson,
Tom Cookson, Bob Houstan, Joe Loosemore, Paul Valentine,
Doug Wright, Frank Kuncewicki, Bob Martin, and Ken
Haddad.
The team worked hard this year under the guidance of
their able coach, Mr. Pew, and next year the boys hope to
let him boast of a championship team.
Tony Barber.
PATTERSON

BOYS' SWIMMING TEAM

GIRLS' SWIMMING TEAM

Bock Row: Glenn leCoplo in, Orval McAfrey, Jim
Clarence Bornstein, Martin Albert, Dick Clark.

Hrischenko,

Second Row: Bob Anne!, Ken Hitch, David Gilbert, Robin Gourlay,
Walter Cook, Paul Owen.
First Row: David Soles, Joe Morgon, John Hubert, Peter Beresford,
Gary Nolen.

Front Row , Jackie Cowling, Daisy Graham, Pat Oginski, Mory
Jane Bell, Susan Weber, Do nna Dufour, Gail Keiko, Marlene Woolley,
Dorthy Quayle, Elaine Morse.
Bock Row, Claudio Roy, Gerry Cowling, Penny Purdey, Mory
Turnbul l, Maxine Renaud , Miss Gregory, Helen Fraser, Doneido
Buchanon, Donloro MocKellor, Gail Dufour, Cholene Mundie.

FOOTBALL
SOCCER TEAM
Bock Row, Robert Newman, George Dennis, Lorry Mitchell, Tom
Cookson, Everit Hill, Fred Hornedek .
Second Row: George Henderson, Bill
David Walker, Bob Houston.

Cleminson,

Ken

Haddad,

Front Row, Doug. Wright, Gilbert Percy, Joe loosemore, Mortin
Albert, Richard Krenz.

Bock Row: Mr. Doug. Bell (Asst. Cooch). Mr. Roy C. Cook (Asst.
Cooch), Ed Mitchel (Manager), Jack Polsky ( Asst. Manager),
Mr. Al Newmon (Cooch).
Fifth Row: Allen Langlois,
Stefan, Brinley Jones.

George

Holovoci,

Joe

Solem,

Bill

Fourth Row: Fred Horwood, David Cook, Ron O ' Neil, Bob Proctor
Ozborne Thomas, John Carswell, M.elvin Mortin.
Third Row : Wolter Ewosyke, Pau l Volentine, George McMi llan,
Stan Zdenek, Gory Weir, Richard Clark, Tom Belchuk.
Second Row, Len Durocher, John
August, Ernie Rolfe, Ken Angus.

Boytoluk,

Len

Skinner, Fred

First Row, Stan Clair, Jerry Bocchini, Wilbert Ott, Morgon Clark
(Captain), Roger Sadler, Murry Rigney, Alvero Grady.
Left to Right:

BOYS' TRACK, 1954

GIRLS' SWIMMING TEAM

Last year's track team was a powerful one, and lived up
to the Patterson standards of athletic achievement. In the
intermediate class, Don Grant won the broadjump, the hopstep-and-jump, the 10 yard low hurdles, and the discus
throw for Patterson, to emerge as top point-getter and
individual champion of his division.

Guided by the capable coaching of Miss Gregory, our girls
worked hard to produce an outstanding swimming team this
season. At the swimming meet held on April 6th the team
made a fine showing with Danelora MacKellar tieing for
first place in the Junior division.
The senior swimmers include Jacquelyn Cowling, Donna
Dufour, Gail Martin, Peggy Measor, Claudia Roy, and
Doneida Buchanan.
The junior paddlers are Mary Jane Bell. Helen Fraser.
Claire Morse, Chalene Mundie, Dorothy Quayle, Maxine
Reynolds, Mary Turnbull, Susan Weber, and MarlPne
Wooley.
Doneida Buchanan.

Slim but sturdy Paul Markos shone in all the events he
entered in the Juvenile boys' division. He improved the
hop-step-and-jump record set by Walkerville's Jim Montour
in 1953 by r.,, of an inch. His victory in the 75 yard dash
gave the juvenile team championship to Patterson, who
defeated Walkerville by just 5 points. Markos and Jimmy
Stewart of Walkerville each notched two wins, and so
shared the individual juvenile title.
Patterson and Walkervit:e battled for the intermediate
boys' title, and with the outcome depending on the relay
event, our team, coached by Mr. Dawson, Mr. Newman, and
Mr. Bell, picked up a second to Walkerville's third. and so
took the crown by two points, 40-38. Gene Dziadura of
Patterson and Al Rupert of Assumption also won two firsts
each in the intermediate ranks.
Although Walkerville won the field day, the Panthers
were victorious in two divisions and were a threat right up
to the final count.

JUNIOR AND SENIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL
Although the 1954 Senior Girls' Volleyball Team was
unsuccessful in winning its first three games, it did succeed
in beating a winless Lowe Vocational team in the final
game. The Junior Girls' Volleyball Team had better luck,
and ended up as co-champions with the Forster Juniors.
Both teams displayed good sportsmanship, and fine team
spirit. Mrs. Haight put a great deal of time and effort into
both teams, and did a splendid job of coaching.
The members of the senior team were: Carol Vincent
I captain I, Mavis Anderson, Lorraine Butler, Sharron Coates,

Donna Dufour, Eunice Haines, Susan Hough, Marilyn Hurt,
Jean Kucy, Pat Logan, Norma Rigney, Claudia Roy, Cathy
Sadler, Mady Weiland, and Cathryn Wright.
The junior team was comprised of: Susan Weber (captain I, Emaline Anderson, Mildred Arrand, Joyce Brook,
Arlene Chauvin, Pat Clair, Irene Browning, Sheila Fletcher,
Rhonnda Fowler, Sandra Marshall, Sheila Parent, Shirley
Sadler, Lois Taylor, Mary Turnbull, and Elaine Whited.
Jean Kucy.

BOYS' INTERFORM SPORTS
At the completion of a very successful Interform Soccer
season, lOA was declared the winner. They defeated an
excellent team from 9B by the score of 1-0 in the final
game. In the semi-final games, lOA eliminated lOC, and 9B
defeated 9F. Each of the other teams in the league also
made an excellent attempt to win the championship. Under
the guidance of Mr. Dawson, several members of the school
hockey team refereed these noon-hour games.
From another very excellent season in Interform Basketball, grades lOA and 13B emerged as junior and senior
champions. In the junior division, grades 9A and 9G along
with lOA and lOC possessed the favoured teams. while llA.
llB, and llC along with 12B and 12C. and the two grade
13's were the teams to beat in the senior ranks. Grades 9G
and lOA were the finalists in the junior division, while 12C
and 13B fought for the senior laurels. Once again, our
athletic director Mr. Dawson spent many hours in making
this activity a success.
Bob N<>wman.
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THE BOYS' VOLLEYBALL
The W.S.S.A. boys' volleyball league for 1954 was comprised of teams from Kennedy, Lowe Vocational, Walkerville,
and Patterson. With some expert coaching by Mr. Mencel.
our team pulled together during the season, and emerged on
top of the league with a 4-2 record. Patterson met a powerful Lowe Vocational team in the city finals at Hugh Beaton
School. The Vocational team proved too strong for our
Panthers and finally won the W.S.S.A. championship, 2
games to 1.
The members of this year's team were Bill Wakeman
(captain), Ed. Mitchell, Hugh Murray, Tommy Newton, Jim
Grieves, George Fune, John Lombard, Gerald Simpson,
Melvin Dennis, Charles Peterson, Wayne Penney, Farrel
Mock, and Charles Hong.
Interest in this sport is being aroused throughout the
province, and next year, with enough support, our team
could reprc>sent Windsor in the W.O.S.S.A. finals at London.
Bill Wakeman.

GIRLS' INTERFORM VOLLEYBALL
This year, as always. the interform volleyba ll teams displayed good sportsmanship and fair play. All the teams in
each league tried their utmost to win the championship, and
the school pin.
The winning team in the senior division was comprised of
girls from 12A and 12C. Their captain was Barbara Hardy,
and the rest of the team consisted of Marlys Anderson, Marg
Banwell, Mary Baxter, Joyce Best. Lorraine Butler, Sandra
Burdett, Donna Dufour, Jo Ann Hosey, Carol Kolko, Pat
Logan, Nancy Stocks, and Helen Zapotochny.
The winning junior team from l0D was composed of
Sheila Fletcher (captain), Shirley Roland, Gail Roland, Lois
Taylor, Kathleen Pidgeon, Beverly Pannis, Ann Tinsley,
Helen Fraser, Pat Vandyke. and Joanne Murray.
Eunice Haines.

THE GIRLS' TRACK TEAM
Although the 1954 Girls' Track Team failed to capture
any winning trophies. the girls enjoyed the keen competition
provided by the other schools.
In the senior girls' division, Barbara Clair won the individual championship. Members of the senior team were
Barbara Clair, Eleanor Horne, Lorraine Butler, and Nancy
Birchard.
The intermediate team was composed of Pat Logan, Lois
Taylor, Elaine Whited, Sharron Scott, and Sharron Leary.
The junior team consisted of Doreen Birchard, Pat Clair,
Elspeth Lawrenson, Sus:1n Weber. Mavis Anderson, Sheila
Parent, and Rhonnda Fowler.
PATTERSON

SENIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL

JUNIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL
First Row: Emilene
Rhondo Fowler.

Anderson,

Shirley

Sadler,

Arl ene

Chavin,

Second Row, Pat Clair, Mary Turnbull, Susan Weber, Joyce Brook,
Irene Browning, Sheila Fletcher.

First Row: Susan Haugh , Cathy Wright, Pal Logan, Norma Rigney,
Calhy Sadler, Mody Weiland.
Second Row : Carol Vincent, Claudio
Kucy, Donna Dufour, Larraine Butler.

Row, John

Second
Mitchell.

Lombard,

Row, George

PATRICIAN

Bill

Wakeman,

Fune, Farrel

Mack,

Eunice Hoines, Jeon

CHEERLEADERS

BOYS' VOLLEYBALL
First
Penny.

Roy,

Jim

Grieves,

Charles

Wyane

Peterson ,

Ed

Jacquelyn Cowling,
Homes , Jeon Woods.

Geraldine

Cowling,

Claudia

Roy,

Bob Roy (kneeling).
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Marilyn

THE NO. 24 CADET CORPS RIFLE TEAM

CADET OFFICERS AN D N.C.O.'s

Front Row: left to right; Phil Alexonder, Ken Hesmon, Alex
Chopski, Bill Sinkevitch, Gerold Seiter, Richord Beresford , John
Lombard.

Back Row: l. Skinner, K. Rawlond, J. Oginski, T. Sorber, D. Burke
D. MacPherson, F. Sims .

Second Row: Lt. R. C. Cook, Bill Horne, Jim Hrischenko, Paul Tolbot,
Joe Ladd, Fronk Sims, Eric Skelton, David lesonsky, Capt. C. 8.
Hollom.
Third Row : Gordon Freemon, lorry Mitchell, Dove Burk, Borry
Moilloux, Chris Wzocny, Jochem Diederich, Gord Jenkins, Donold
Mocpherson.

Centre Row: R. Curle, J. Mclead, P. Talbot, R. Gourlay, E. Skelton,
J . lodd, P. Beresford .
Front Row: D. Wright, W. Penney, F.
C. Wzacny, S. Krizan, G. Jenkins, M. Barker.

Harwood, K. Chesney,

Absent: Roy Riscoe, Don Brownell, Bill Holden, Fred Holden,
Jim Holden, Bob Sinkevitch, Terry Jenkins, Sammy Krizon

LIBRA RY STAFF

BAND

First Row: Morgoret Sesse, Pot Compbell, Anne Kuznior, Jone!
Skeoron, Doreen Birchord, Gisele Brisson.

Front Row: Bill Howorth, David Cook, Benny Levine, Isaac Engleboum , Naro Bird, Tony Cook.
Second Row: David Wal ker, Robert Curl, Stephen Applebaum,
Rhondda fowler, Donno Moy Amlin, Morton Koplin, Herbert
Shannbaum.
Third Raw : Dick Howord, George Yevremov, ,Bob Roy, George
Fune, Bob Newmon.

Second Row : Elsie Johnson, Morolyn Brown, Lynn Gorraw, Beverly
Kipp, Shirley Armour, Daneido Buchanon, Mr. Mills .
Third Row: Mory Jone Bell, Lynn
Susan Haugh, Arlene lapatin.
Absent: Mira Kovach, Jessie Ross.
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Jenkins, Sonia Stefanovich,

Back Row: Lenord Chuitz, Mr. Stone, Julius Ogins ki, Tom Belchuc k,
Larry Skinner, John Lombard, Charles Gaum, Frank Johnson.

PATTERSON

BADMINTON CLUB
PUBLIC SPEAKING W INNERS

Tom Sieonash, Gilbert Percy, Elsie Johnson, Deanna Wells.

Back Row: left to right: Jeon Kucy, Doneida Buchanan, Carat
Cameron, Pat Weese, Beverly Kipp, Cothy Wright .
Front

Raw: left ta right: Clarence Bornstein, Marilyn Holmes,
Renaud, Claudia Roy, Patsy Clair, Deanna Wells, and
Sharan Uten.
Maxine
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WINDSOR BOARD OF EDUCATION
at
the Opening of its Second Century of Operation
t enders
to the Students, Teachers, and Principal
of
HON. J. C. PATTERSON COLLEGIATE
Its Congratulations
on
the Scholastic and Other Attainments of the School Year 1954-55

WINDSOR BOARD OF EDUCATION
1955
Ward I. ... .... .. ...... ...... ... ............ ... .... ..... ...... ......... ......... ... ........ ..... .. ...... .. B. Nichols
Ward II .. ..... ... .... ............ ....... .. ...... ............ ... .......... .......
,... ..... ....A. R. Davidson, B.A.
Ward III.. ..... .......... ........ ...... ......... .... ......... ....... .. ..... .... ... H. D. Taylor, B.A., M.D.
Ward IV... .... .. ......... ............. .. ..... .... ......... ... .... P. P. McCall um, C.L.U., Chairman
Ward V ..... ... ... ...... .... ..... ...... .. ...... ........... ... .... ..... ....... .. .... ........ ......... .. ... D. W. Gray
SEPARA TE SCHOOLS

VOCATIONAL SCHOOL

M. G. Brick, D.D.S.
H. J. Lassaline, M.A.

E. Watson, LL.B.
C. G. Sampson

WINDSOR SCHOOLS EXCEL
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PATTERSON

CLASS NEWS
12A, HERE'S THE QUEERS
Marlys Anderson-Well proportioned-and we don't just
mean in marks!
Lorraine Butler- "Oh, how I wish those referees would
show up!"
Sharron Coates- "Now girls, remember to play you:
positions."
Donna Dufour-"But I wasn't talking to Doug, Mr.
Cameron!"
Jo-Anne Hosey-" Oh good! I'm the only one in the swimming pool again."
Dolly Joswick-Inside school, quiet and demure; outside
school, we're not so sure.
Ilga Valdonis-Now Ilga, keep your eyes off that young
interne!
Walter Armes-"! just can't see that, Mr. Bowden!"
Bill Birchard-Wants to drop Latin, History, English, etc.
Ken Chesney-One of the few who seem to understand
Chemistry and what not.
Fred Holden-12A's contribution to Cadets.
Murray Joffe-Work never killed anyone, but Murray
isn't taking any chances.
Steve Kominar-Has a literary flair; he is the boy who
acts dumb but really isn't(?)
Yugo Kovach-"Those teachers just don't know how to
make a buck."
Richard Krenz-Answers in a new and different language,
but still gets good marks.
Joe Loosemore-"Friends, Romans, stalwarts of gracious
12A: Lend me your notes."
Farrel Mock-"Hey Fritz what did we have for Latin
Homework?"
Gilbert Percy-There wasn't room for both; so Daniel
Webster died.
Tom Reid-Has a brain-I think.
Paul Valentine-"Boy, would I like to meet the guy who
invented Algebra!"
Douglas Wright-"Cherchez la femme; puellas amo."
Mr. Cameron-"The cup of your iniquity is full to overflowing."
Tom Pallas.
Helen Zapotochny.

12B's GOAL-EDUCATIONAL REFORM
(ALIAS )
1975?
NAME
Bob Arnold (Atlas )-Member of Parliament .
Ken Brown (The Silent One)-Swims the Atlantic.
Bob Childerhose (Chilly )-Canada's Delegate to the U.N.
Jim Cook (Cooky )-Manager of the Edmonton Eskimos.
Len Durocher (Lump-jaw )-Los Angeles Rams.
Hugh Gillespie (8-Ball )-Watch this three cushion shot!
Gordon Jenkins (Glebe, Genghis )-Deported to Ottawa.
Norman McCallum (The Scourge)-Olympic Shuffleboard
Champ.
Larry Mitchell (Mitch )-Climbs Mount Everest.
Wayne Penney (Tarzan )-Nuclear Physicist.
Emil Posiluyko (Emo, Emily )-Hinton-Posiluyko Cartage
Company.
David Walker (Attila )-THE HUNter of Big Game in
Africa.
Shirley Archibald (Archie )-Flat feet?
Madeline Duncan (My pal Joe l-Let me loose, more!
Lynn Garrow (Mrs. Chilly)-Raising little chilly-beans.
Barbara Kennedy (Babs)-Head Secretary at Hiram
Walker's.
Sondra Lawrence (Tubby )-Sitting on boss's knee.
Peggy Measor (Dummy )-First Woman Mayor of Windsor.
Antonia Mucha (TonD-Winnipeg's Curling Champ.
Norma Rigney (Power's Model )-More POWER to her!
Audrey Smith (Midge )-Globe Trotter.
Sonia Stefanovich (Minerva )-The poor guinea pigs!
Nancy Williams (Blinkers )-Working in a Psycho Ward.
Barbara Yaeger (Bubbles)-Oh nurse!

Compliments of

A FRIEND

HOTEL DIEU
ST. JOSEPH SCHOOL OF NURSING
1080 Ouellette Ave.

Bill S.-"Elsie is your seat comfortable?"
Elsie L.-"Yes t hanks."
Bill S.-"ls there a draft on you?"
Elsie L.-''No there isn't.''
Bill S.-"Can you see the picture from where you're
sitting?"
Elsie L.-"Yes, but why?"

Compliments of

REWARD SHOES
435 Ouellette Ave.
1459 Tecumseh Rd. E.

CL 3-9485
CL 2-8835

"Where Teen-age Styles Originate"

Bill S.-"Well-How about trading seats?"
PATRICIAN
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McMASTER

UNIVERSITY

with which is affiliated

H A MILTO N

C OL LEG E

REGULAR COURSES in Commerce (B.Com.), General Arts (B.A.), Nursing (B.Sc.N.),
Physical Education (B.P.E.), Science (B.Sc.)
POST GRADUATE COURSES leading to the M.A., M.Sc. and Ph.D. degrees.
A WIDE RANGE OF EXTENSION COURSES, credit and non-credit.
A COMPLETE PROGRAMME OF ATHLETICS.
For Calendar and illustrated brochure apply to
THE REGISTRAR, McMASTER UNIVERSITY, HAMILTON, ONTARIO.
"I can't get my report card back," said
the boy to his teacher. "You gave me an
A in something and they're still mailing
it to relatives."

Compliments of

A . DEEP ' S
MAPLE LEAF GROCERY

COMPLIMENTS OF

WHITE'S RESTAURANT
AND ELBOW ROOM

Windsor

397 Chatham St. E.

He only took a little sip,
And yet he is no more,
For what he thought was H 2 0
Was H2SO•.

Special Reservations For
PARTIES AND BANQUETS
33-34 Pitt St. East
Windsor
Phone CL 3-8084

WITH THE
COMPLIMENTS OF

MAYOR MICHAEL PATRICK
CONTROLLERS:
Col. L. A. Deziel, O.B.E.
W. Ernest Atkinson, M.M.
Thomas R. Brophey
Mrs. Cameron H. Montrose
ALDERMEN:
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Archie Munroe

Bernard Newman

Albert H. Weeks

Miss M. C. Straith

Albert Long

W . John Wheelton

Lt. Col. D. C. O'Brien

Maurice L. Belanger

Dr. Roy Per ry

Benedict M. Cr owley

PATTERSON

RECORDS ON PARADE, 12C
Ken Angus-Smoke Gets in Your Eyes.
Tom Belchuk-Don't Let the Stars Get in Your Eyes.
John Burkhart-Why Don't You Believe Me.
Leonard Cheifetz-And So to Sleep Again.
David Cook-I'm Trying.
Allan Grant-Slowpoke.
Jim Grieves-When You're In Love-!
George Henderson-Be a Clown.
Benny Levine-Just One of Those Things.
George McMillan-Lover.
Bob Martin-Heart of Stone.
Julius Oginski-Make Yourself Comfortable.
Ron Ruta-It's a Woman's World.
Bill Stephan-Unforgettable.
Joe Talpas-Mr. Sandman.
George Turton-Hey There!
Stan Zdonek-What a Dream.
Pete Bohush-Stranger in Paradise.
Frances Axford-Trying.
Marg Banwell-Baby Face.
Mary Baxter-Sinner or Saint.
Joyce Best-Somebody Loves Me.
Sandra Burdett-Undecided.
Barb Hardy-Should I.
Carol Kolko-Thinking of You.
Pat Logan-My Secret Love.
Margo Madie-Anything Goes.
Nancy Stocks-Sweet and Lovely.
George McMillan.
Barbara Hardy.

11 A CLASS NEWS
Breathes there a prof. with soul so dead,
Who never to himself hath said:
How in the world did I get here,
When brushing back an offensive tear?
What did I do?
What did I say?
That I should be cursed with 11-A.
Tony Barber-We hear Tony is quite a poet.
David Burk-II refuse de se compromettre.
Richard Clark-A whiz at Physics.
George "Butch" Dennis-"Dennis the Menace."
Walter Ewasyke-Aimez-vous le cognac Walter? Oui!
John Lombard-The kid with the blue eyes and blonde
locks.
Donald MacPherson-THE SCHMOOTCHER'.
Larry ''Fuzzy" McLachlan-Let me go lover.
Barry Mailloux-He didn't get a deer,
But has he got a dear?
Jack Ortmann-The ladies are moving in.
Shia Salem-Sit down, Burk.
Osborne Thomas-Looks like Mr. Bass.
Jerry Whiteman-Parvus sed Potens.
Mavis Anderson-Don't forget, girls. we play first game.
Shirley Armour-Toujours !'amour, toujours!
Marilyn Brown-G. M. and I don't mean General Motors.
Doneida Buchanan-One-Two-Three Zam!
Pat Clements-She sings like a nightingale.
Beth Elisha-Mmm boy! That was a juicy one.
PATRICIAN

Marjorie Hedrick-Pretty Prexie with a man on her mind.
Susan Hough-"The Brain".
Elsie Johnson-Those Kennedyites make me so mad.
Francis "Francine" Kaufman-Her accent is starting a
new fad.
Beverly Kipp-She likes WALTZES.
Jean "Kuky" Kucy- She's not really smart; she just has
connections.
Georgina Papp-So slim, so trim, so full of vim, OOH-la-la!
Joan St. Clair-A quiet Miss.
Anne Zeleny-David, I don't get it?
Jacquelyn Cowling-A cute cheerleader.
Steve Mandich-1960 Language Professor.

11 B, CAN YOU IMAGINE?
Stan Clair-Going the right way.
Paul Clark-Being an Early Bird.
Ted Donald-Selling Horror Comics.
Tom Eaton-Not sketching cartoons.
Edward Enkin-Not standing first.
John Essex-Not forgetting his book.
George Fune-Forgetting his Latin.
Bob Hinton-Promoting a date with a certain "J. J."
Brin Jones-Going steady with S-T-E-L-L-A.
John McCallam-Not shooting the breeze.
Tom Neilson-Being in on the "Tomfoolery."
Bob Proctor-Mr. Cameron's pet?
Marv Richman-Not going to the "Capital."
Art Roberts-Not scoring a goal.
Bill Sinkevitch-Not saying "Vosh-Ricke-nosh."
Eric Skelton-Centre for Senior Basketball.
Bob Newman-Getting 100,Y, in Latin.
Ken "Sam" Solway-Without his hair combed.
Ian Wheal-Being kicked out for talking.
Ralph Winograd-Not spending his evenings at the Elmwood.
Bill Galerno-Wanting to do homework.
Janet Archambault-Being a peaceful person.
Carol Cameron-Teaching Geometry.
Gerry Cowling-Not giggling.
Janet Gosselin-Shouting out an answer.
Elspeth Lawrenson-Not answering Farno-Farno.
Claudia Roy-Miss Grey Cup of 1958.
Sharon Uten-Teaching the Mambo.
Pat Weese-Going out with a guy five foot six.
Elspeth Lawrenson.
Bill Galerno.

11 C CLASS NEWS
Sayings by and about the members of our class.
Carol Almond-"The only Scotch thing about her is her
preference in boys."
Donna Bain-··so her favourite number is seven eh!"
Arlene Lopatin-"Oh those American boys!"
Gail Martin-"She's feeling that way again."
Neileen Mulveney-"He's a dream to hang onto."
Barbara "Shorty" Seech-"I won't go down the main
hall."
Mayilyn Talbot-"Even Dad couldn't do this geometry."
Martin Albert-"Only seventy-four in French?"
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BEST WISHES
to

ALL PATTERSON STUDENTS
from

CANADIAN SIROCCO CO. LTD.
Windsor

THE DOMINION PRESS
(WINDSOR) LTD.
COMMERCIAL PRINTING
Wedding Stationery, Tickets, Etc.

235 WYANDOTTE ST. EAST
Phone CL 3-7903

FRANK 'S TIRE SHOP
GOODYEAR -

Ontario

Compliments of

WILLIE "MOOSE" ROGIN
- at-

ROGIN'S SPORTING GOODS
CL 2-4414

1334 Wyandotte St. East

COMPLIMENTS

FIRESTONE

OF

New and Used Tires

902 WYANDOTTE ST. E.

WINDSOR ARENA

Phone CL 4-5846
Compliments of

For Better Education It's
PATTERSON
For Better Furniture It's

PERSONALIZED STYLING

N. TEPPERMAN LTD.
Ottawa & Pierre

GIOVANNI'S
HOUSE OF BEAUTY

Ph. CL 6-5421

380 Cartier Place

CL 2-1380

Proprietor-JOHN ROSATO

AFTER THE SHOW! AFTER THE GAME! AFTER THE DANCE!
MEET ALL YOUR FRIENDS at PEKAR'S
Pekar's Newly Remodeled Dinette has become
a meeting place for the smart young crowd
who enjoy good food and delicious fountain
specialties in a friendly and relaxing atmosphere. Join the gang and head for Pekar's.
We have increased our seating capacity to 100
to accommodate you.

PEKAR'S DINETTE
Almost Next to Patterson

754 Ouellette

Space to Park

Phon2 CL 2-1186'

When in Riverside, drop in at Pekar's Riverside Grill, Corner of Lauzon and Riverside Drive.
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Fred Beere-''Does he play baseball ? He's a Mic-Mac
champean!"
Clarence Bornstein-"What's the good word?"
John Carswell-"John, I can't hear you."
Alex "Chappie" Chapski-''Durn it; it's not up to me."
Tom "Cookie" Cookson-"So he goes around with Walkerville guys?"
Alec "Sampson" Deep-"Anyone got a house?"
Don Gall-"There he goes girls."
Robert "Robin" Gourlay-"Tell us another Al; you're
funny."
George "Ziggy" Holovaci-"l'm next in line for the hour."
Bruce "Jig~" Jacques-"He goes on a hunger strike at
noon hour.
David Lesonsky-''lf it's not one wrist it's on the other."
Melvin "Rube" Martin-"! hear he's joining the carnival
this summer.
Ron O'Neil-"Hey Rube."
Morris Prostuk-"So how's the family."
Ernie Lee Rolfe-"He'll go the Navy one better; he'll have
two wives in every port."
Douglas Shaw-"Someday I'll get my revenge, O'Neil."
Gerald "Gus" Simpson-"He likes his seasoning."
Ronald "Waggie" Wagenbury-"Never eat pizza pie at
mid-night."

PLATTER PARADE, 11 D
Betty Bamsey-lf I Ever Needed You.
Ellen Chincourt-Stardust.
Joan Gibb-Show Me Where the Good Times Are.
Lorraine Gillespie-The Jones Boy.
Shirley Honour- Oh! JOHNNY!
Marilyn Hurt-When the Red Red Robin Comes BOB BOB
Bobin' Along.
Virginia Philips-Rudy.
Corinne Randall-You've Got To Be a Football Hero!
Catherine Sadler- Dancing Doll.
Adelene Stumkat-Mr. Sandman .
Bob Adams-My Secret Love.
Marcel Compeau-Allez-vous en.
Jim Caughell- It's a Sin.
Jochem Diederich-Just a Wonderful Guy.
Fred Harwood-Knock on Wood.
Mich ael Holt-C'est Si Bon.
Arnold Jeffrey-Bewitched, Bothered and Bewildered.
Norman Kendell-Baby Face.
Douglas Knox- Stranger With a Pair of Dice.
Allen Langlois- I Love Gir ls.
Keith McPhail-Your Cheating Heart.
Don Matheson-Temptation.
Andrew Morrison-Never Been Kissed.
John Perry- Why Don't You Believe Me?
John Pastorius-Too Youn g.
Ken Rowland- I Get Ideas.
Ronald Steffenson- Lazy Bones.
Fred Wakely-Ma, She's Making Eyes at Me.
Chris Wzacny-Just One of Those Things.
John Pastorius.
Corinne Randall.

•

•

•

Boy came in late.
Teacher- "You should h ave been here 30 minutes ago."
Boy- "Why? What happened?"
PATRICIAN

l OA, CAN YOU IMAGINE?
Marilyn Caplin-quiet in math.
Margery Childerhose-not talking about the army.
Laura Coulter-not blushing.
Eileen Courtenay-making a noise in class.
Joan Elirdge-without the last word.
Jeanette Feriance-not wondering in class.
Lydia Gauer-with brains, speed, and power.
Barbara Gregory-shy.
Donna Lonsberry-not being neat as a pin.
Gail McLean-Being loud.
Myrna McCamon-taking part in gym.
Judy McP!hail-knowing what she's doing.
Eileen Owen-riding on a motorcycle.
Sheila Parent-with a straight face.
Jean Thompson-not being polite.
Pauline Uttley-not getting in trouble.
Deanna Wells-breaking off with Eugene.
Marilyn Wentoniuk-speaking Latin.
Joanne Whited-not cracking gum.
Bob Buck-getting 90'/c in French.
Jim Cushman-not having girl troubles.
David Fletcher-not copying in math.
Wayne Gan-talking in class.
Bob Gardner-not doing his homework.
Fred Glaude-not sleeping in Latin.
Ken Haddad-typing 100 words a minute.
Sheldon Hochberg-paying attention.
Bob Houston-with his hair in his eyes.
Dennis Kefolonites-saying, "I don't know".
Bert La Rochelle-Not looking out the window.
Orval McAfrey-not laughing at his own jokes.
Stuart Masse-being six feet four.
Robert Morris-Saying "ain't".
Charles Peterson-answering correctly in Latin.
Gordon Sim-yelling at a teacher.
Bob Sinkewitch- with a brushcut.
Charles Smith-failing his math.
Everett Wilson-not waiting for Gardner.
Bob Brown-talking to a boy in the corridor.
Jeanette Feriance.
Bob Gardner.

RECORD PLATTER, 108
John Bates-"Somebody Goofed"
Richard Beresford-"Row, Row, Row Your Boat"
Robert Curle- -"Down Yonder"
Melvin Dennis- "Shake, Rattle, and Roll"
J im Evans-"They Were Doing the Mambo"
Larry Formagin-"Walking My Baby Back Home"
Richard Groh-"l Spoke Too Soon"
Jim Holden-"Mambo Italiano"
Sam Krizan- "! Need You Now"
Peter Kuntz-"The Little Shoemaker"
Jim Kurak-'Tm All Broken Up"
Marshall McLagan- "Why Should I Love You"
Donald Newman-"It's a Woman's World"
Gerald Selter-"Any Time"
Leonard Skinner-"Tenderly"
Nick Toldy-"A Girl! A Girl!"
Peter Tompkins- "Teach Me To-night"
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Compliments of

LEN KANE'S

BOB AGNEW

"MAN ABOUT TOWN SHOP"

APPLIANCES - TELEVISION
522 Pelissier St. (Opp. Y.M.C.A.)

Headquarters of All Collegiate
Clothing Styles
Compliments of

THE SHOP WHERE STYLES

ED. GOYEAU & SONS

ARE BORN

Moving, Cartage and Storage
Local and Long Distance Hauling

Phone CL 2-1733

316 Pelissie1· St.

795 Caron A venue

Phone CL 4-3123

It's

ALMA COLLEGE
ONTARIO

ST. THOMAS

BARTlfT'S

RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
Founded in 1877.

for

Grades VII to XIII

and
Courses in Secretarial Science, Interior
Decoration, Home Economics, Music,
Dramatics, Fine Art.

clothes

For information and Prospectus please write

that
go to the
head of the class

MRS. STEELE SIFTON, B.A., B.Ed ..
Principal.

BARTLET MACDONALD & GOW LTD.

Opens September 8, 1955

Ouellette Ave. at Sandwich St.

Compliments

of

See the New

BOB DUNLOP'S
BATTERY AND TIRE SERVICE
w·yandotte at Janette
Windso1·

ROYAL DELUXE ARISTOCRAT
AND COMMANDER PORTABLE
TYPEWRITERS
- Built Like A Standard Machine.

Phone CL 4-4032

RECONDITIONED TYPEWRITERS
Rentals -

Student Rates

Diamonds - Watches - Silverware - China
GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

CROWN JEWELLERS
54 Wyandotte Street West at Ouellette Ave.

John Nantais
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CL 2-2009

Amy Nantais

A. WHITLEY LIMITED
86 CHATHAM ST. WEST
At Foot of Pelissier St.

PHONE CL 3-5231
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Mildred Bamsey-"lt's A Sin"
Barbara Beere-"Cuddle Me"
Elizabeth Bond-"Willow Weep for Me"
Pat Campbell-"! Want Eddie Fisher for Xmas"
Arlene Chauvin-"To Young to Tango"
Judy Dell-"Runaround"
Gail Grieves-"l'm In the Mood for Love"
Lynn Jenkins-"Mr. Sandman"
Alfreda Jones-"Wrapped Up In A Dream"
Marilyn King-"The High and the Mighty"
Donna Morgan-"Dim, Dim, the Lights"
Diana Nickolson-"Wheel of Fortune"
Maxine Renaud-"'Take Me Back Again"
Jessie Ross-"Yearning"
Sonia Sakovich-"Everything I Have Is Yours"
Margaret Seese-"Who's Got the Ding-Dong?"
Janet Sharron-"Little Things Mean a Lot"
Donna Jean Talbot-"This O'le House"
Jacqueline Taylor-"Oh What A Night"
Lea Weisberger-"Cinnamon Sinner"
Sandra Wingrove-"Somebody Stole My Sweetheart"
Sophie Yevremove-"Let Me Go Lover"
Miss Coughlin-"Veni, Vidi, Vici"

· lOD IN 1965
Eunice Buttons-Looking for a solution.
Charles Campbell-Rink Rat.
Denisse Dandurand-Studying shorthand.
Doug Fitzgerald-Driving for Detroit Times (as Mr.
Mennie says).
Helen Fraser-Mrs. J. Ewart.
Marie Gagne-Looking for the board.
Phyliss Jackson-Taking a vacation from work.
Ken Kilbreath-Grade lOD (he's got seniority).
Shirley Lesperaunce-Taking Miss Long's place.
Kathy Pidgeon-Dancing with Tom at Backfield Bounce.
Gail Rowland-Looking for the right man.
Florence St. Pierre-Dreaming of Jerry.
Lois Taylor-Doing the Crazy Chicken on Ed. Sullivan's
programme.
David Thornburn-Hitchhiking to work.
Pat Van Dyke-Taking basketball lessons.
Barb Walters-Going to the Armouries.
Ruth Weber-Pushing a baby carriage.
Elaine Whited-Away from work Monday morning.
Doug Wortley-Chasing Girls.
George Chantler.
Helen Fraser.

1OC's CLASS NEWS
A-Ambitious-David Gilbert, John Burprich.
B-Belligerent-Nora Bird, Mira Kovach.
C-Courageous-Herbie Shanbaum.
D-Dashing-Bruce Beck.
E-Enchanting-Bob Roy.
F-Ferocious-Morton Kaplin, Tony Cook.
G-Graceful-Dennis De Hart.
H-Hilarious-Dick Howard.
I-Intelligent-Joyce Wilson, Donna Amlin.
J-Jocund-Carol Partington.
K-Kissable-Marilyn Holmes, Bill Howarth.
L-Lovable-Jim Hrshenko, Doris Armitage.
M-Muscular-Mary Jane Bell, Annie Kuzniar.
N-Noisy-George Yoremov, Larry Skinner.
0-0bserving-Bobby Weepers, Everett Hill.
P-Patient-Edward Katz.
Q-Quiet-Sandra Richardson.
R-Romantic-Isaac Englebaum, Marion Haggath.
$-Studious-Paul Runstedler, Rose Kisch.
T-Tranquil-Patsy Clair, Bill Cleminson.
U-Uncomplaining-Susan Weber.
V-Vivacious-Ronald Samborsky.
W-Willing-Lewis Doughty.
X-Xanthochriod-Doreen Birchard, Rhonda Fowler.
Y-Yankee-Frank Johnson.
Z-Zealous-Stephen Applebaum.
Frank Johnson.
Doreen Birchard.

•

•

•

Two industrious students in a Chem. Lab.
Rodger S.-"Say, what's that odour?"
Tommy N.-"Fresh air-somebody opened a window."

*

•

•

Miss Coughlin-"You can't sleep in my class!"
Bob Arnold-"I know, you talk too much."
PATRICIAN

lOE PLATTER PARADE
Lorna Allen-Yearning Just For You (Gilbert).
Sophie Bkick-Teach Me To-night.
Giselle Brison-Take Me Back Again.
Ruth Burkhart-It's a Woman's World.
Gloria Chadionneau-Domino.
Roberta Croone-Gee.
Sherran Dube-Runaround.
Jean Hogue-St. Louis Blues.
Pat Hood-Unbelievable.
Kathleen Hunter-Am I a Toy or a Treasure?
Barbara Jackson-I'll See You In My Dreams.
Sandra Marshall-I Need You Now (Fred).
Betty Mooney-Pretend.
Elaine Mord-Billy My Boy.
Marlene Meyers-Make Love To Me (Don).
Gail Norry-Please Mr. Sandman Bring Me A Man.
Ellen Poliak-Smile.
Dorothy Quayle-Earth Angel.
Joan Runstedler-How Important Can It Be?
Esther Simpson-Sweet Violets.
Evelyn Skulmaski-Cuddle Me (Mickey).
Irene Stratulat-That's What I Like (Roy).
Gail Sutton-It Shall COME To Pass.
Vicky Tanis--Answer Me My Love (Bob).
June Wayne-That's All I Want From You (Bill ).
Bob C.-Lover.
Jean Wood-My Heart GRIEVES For You.
Sheila Fletcher-Finger of Suspicion.
Beverly Panis-Hearts of Stone.
Ann Tinsley-Let Me Go Lover.
Jo Anne Murray-Take Me Back.
George Chantler-Count Your Blessings.
The resa Suzor-The Things I Didn't Do.
Ida Mae Gagnon-I Took It For GRANTed.
David Higgins-MARY Had a Little Lamb.
Rose Butler-My Unsuspecting Heart.
Shirley Rowland-Hopelessly.
Joan Runstedler.
Sandra Marshall.
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QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY
KINGSTON, ONTARIO
Incorporated by Royal Charter 1841
Situated in the oldest city in Ontario-34 buildings.
Health Insurance provided during session.
ARTS-Courses leading to the degrees of B.A. and B.Com. Part of the work may be done
by Summer School and correspondence.
SCIENCE-Courses leading to the degree of B.Sc. in Chemistry, Geological Sciences,
Physics; and in Mining, Metallurgical, Chemical, Civil, Mechanical and Electrical
Engineering.
GRADUATE courses in Arts and Science leading to the degrees of M.A., M.Com., M.Sc. and
Ph.D.
MEDICINE-Courses leading to the degrees of M.D., C.M., and M.Sc. (Med.); Diploma of
Public Health, and Diploma in Medical Radiology.
NURSING SCIENCE-Courses leading to the degree of B.N.Sc.
COMBINED COURSES in Arts and Physical and Health Education leading to the B.A.,
B.P.H.E. degrees.
Matriculation pamphlet, sent on request, includes complete list of scholarships and prizes
awarded on entrance and on University work.
Excellent facilities are provided for athletics - intercollegiate and intramural - including
football, track, swimming and diving, hockey, skiing, skating, tennis, basketball, badminton, archery, boxing and wrestling.
Write to the Registrar for a copy of
"QUEEN'S IN PICTURES"
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HYDRO - WATER
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9A, CAN YOU IMAGINE?
Judy Beckett- standing up straight.
Eleanor Chamberlain-wearing a sweater.
Gail Dufour-not combing her hair in class.
Barbara Durfy-saying she weighs over 130 lbs.
Barbara Fowler- getting to school after the second bell.
Gail Garrow-without a sigh.
Daisy Graham-not talking in English.
Ruth Karlsen-wearing lipstick.
Gail Kolko-not taking off her shoes.
Kathy Nesbit-not getting a detention every night.
Pat Oginski-coming to school at eight-thirty.
Sonia Ordower-in a bad mood.
Nancy Quick-not dreaming about Gary.
Pat Size-coming to school without her homework done.
Bob Annet-without a high of 90 in all subjects.
Peter Beresford-below 90 in math.
Peter Bulat-not writing neatly.
Peter Mann-acting like a grown-up.
Bob Moore-without a joke.
Gordon Newman-with straight hair.
Marvin McCabe-teaching Industrial Arts.
Glen LeCapelain-weighing 80 lbs.
Joe Ladd-playing a piccolo.
George McKee-getting high marks.
Bill Horne-six feet tall.
Walter Cook-teaching music.
Joseph Morgan-second string on the Globe Trotters.
Jim Lombard-Mr. Bell's favourite pupil.
Ken Evans-without an argument on what he thinks is
right.
Ken Hesman-without a science fiction book.
Carl Tripp-with "English Homework Done."
Frank Harnadek- five feet tall.
Charles Gawne-without a book.
Paul-Bob Proctor's best friend.
John Schmictz-not wearing a checkered shirt.
Gary Goddard-not thinking about girls.
Frank Kunciwicki-not cracking a joke.
Mickey Barker- paying attention in English.
Mr. Bell-not giving any homework.
Bill Horne
Pat Oginski.

98 CLASS NEWS
Theresa-Ship her back to France boys.
Rosalie-"You can't hardly get them no more."
Karoline-"You'll laugh once too often yet!"
Mary Lou- "0-o-o-h, Sarah!"
Mary C.-"Bet Emilie can outdance you."
Elaine D.-"Ha, ha, Mary Lou!"
Janie-"Has the cat got your tongue?"
Jean-An import from the islands.
Jennifer-Crackpot in the locker room.
Sandra M.- "Hurry up, Seedy!"
Janet-"Volley to me, I' ll spike it!"
Connie-"Don't be silly; that's not right."
Barbara-"Ma, will you cut my hair?"
Sandra S.-"Oh. George!"
Pat $.-Still as seedy as ever.
Peggy-"Let's hope all your troubles are little ones."
Carol-Our double-jointed girl.
PATRICIAN

Mary T.-"Fred winked at me!"
Darlene-"Oh shucks!"
Marlene-"You don't Jove me any more!"
Aside from the examinations no events of tremendous
interest have taken place for 9B although we have hopes for
the future. These hopes are for the interform basketball
championship for Grade Nine. We have a couple of pro's
from last year who are returning to play again, but it will
be an almost completely new team. Lloyd Briese, John
Smith, Don Park, Terry Jenkins, and John Dupais are some
of the best players. Then there are the rest of us who will
all be in there trying for a spot. These are Otto Schlappner,
Len Flately, Larry McKenzie, Brad Saunders, Ron Elwood,
Ken Newby, Norman Reid, Sid Beaudoin, John Hubert, John
Kominar, Phil Alexander, Richard Blake and yours truly Bob
Hollenshead. While none of us are experts we should put
up a good strong team and have a lot of fun.
Bob Hollenshead.
Rosalie Benoit.

9C is known as the noisiest class of the year and

CAN YOU IMAGINE?
Walter Caplin-not being sent out of a room.
Michael Cooke-being a bit polite.
Edward White-having his homework done.
Charles Hong-without a dictionary.
Alan Johns-talking in class.
Larry Lucier-trying to catch up.
Michael Mandich-without a sketch.
Alex Markou-getting more than 7 in I. A.
Robert Munford-as "Master Skylark''.
Bob Panasiuk-bragging about his age.
Ronald Plaff-not in the principal's office.
Thomas Siemash-exclaiming ·'Oh, the Detroit Tigers!"
Bill Turner- without his leather jacket.
Ron Verhoeckx-not cackling like a girl of 12.
Ed White-without his working tools.
Lynne Ballantyne-having her Business Practice done.
Irma Bielefeld-not having her homework done.
Sharon Browning-never laughing.
Gail Champ-having perfect in Spelling.
Catherine Clayden-away from Patricia.
Gloria Evon-without a boy friend.
Pamela Hastings-not saying, "Oh, my hair looks awful."
Carolyn Hickman-speaking loud in class.
Marguerite Hogue-not knowing her French.
Janine Hunter- without kleenex.
Lorraine Johnston- listening with both ears.
Beverly Kearns-liking composition.
Joyce Kearns-with her hair straight as a poker.
Louise Lajoie-liking the food in H. Economics.
Victoria Lazuriuk-at school.
Judy Lewis-not passing in her Business Practice.
Audrey Merritt-wearing a full skirt.
Chalene Mundie-not wearing a sweater.
Margo Murray-getting 12,090 in science.
Shirley Sadler-keeping the class quiet.
Wendy Walling-always gossiping about her family.
Marjorie Stoyanovich-"the most easy to say the least".
Patricia Ewasyke---not knowing any more boys than one.
Miss Wagg-losing her temper.
Michael Mandich.
Irma Bielfeld.
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Compliments of

in t he

CHAPMAN BROTHERS

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

MEATS AND GROCERIES

Founded by Roya! Charter in 1836 "for the
general education of youth in the various
branches of Literature and Science on

229-31 PITT ST. EAST

Christian Princi pies.''
As one of the Federated Colleges in the Faculty
of Arts of the University of T oronto, Victoria
College enrols students in all courses leading to
the degrees of Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of
Commerce and preparatory to admission to the
schools of Graduate Studies, D ivinity, Education, Law and Social W ork.
In the Annesley H all W omen's R esidences
accommodation is available for women students
of Victoi:ia College. In the Victoria College
Residences accommodation is available for men
students of the College.

For full information, including calendars
and bulletins, apply to the Registrar,
Victoria College, Toronto.

The Wool Shop
G. W. F. KNOWLES
Phone CL 3-9242

144 London St. W.

"SHOES FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY"

IDIIAN IE
2 Great Stores
537 Ouellette Ave.

1329 Ottawa St.

DIPSOMANIAC- An Ardent Fisherman.
MONOGRAM- A telegram of one word.
SIC. -Not well.

Compliments of

WALTZ- Anything belonging to Walt.
BULKHEAD-Any head over size 91;4.

Chi,ken Court Restaurant

JOHN WEBB LIMITED
LIMITED

Specializing In

DIAMONDS - WATCHES - JEWELLERY
Imported English Silverware and China
Windsor

552-556 Ouellette Ave.
PAN-FRIED CHICKEN
HICKORY BAR-B-Q SPARE RIBS

WEL ' S
HOME-MADE CANDIES
AND CHOCOLATES

531 Pelissier St.

Phone: CL 2-6122
157 Erie St. E.
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9D CLASS NEWS
Cathy Aitken-will she ever finish her homework?
Patsy Blewett-twinkle toes.
Irene Browing-the imitator.
Marion Egypt-all she wants for Christmas are her two
front teeth.
Frances Fink-can't dance without boys.
Barbara Fortier-shorty.
Gertrude Goetz-If I let go, I'll drown.
Florence Harrison-the gum cracker.
Pearl Hendy-9D's grinner.
Elaine Isbister-I need your loving.
Radmila Jerabek-"Will you shut up?"
Barbara Manuel-sophisticated actress.
Patricia Nolan-sist! hey Florence!
Harriet Olbey-clothes model.
Patricia Panas-crazy about David.
Barbara Pidgeon-the bleachy model.
Hazel Pidgeon--Oh! I never did.
Elaine Stamcoff-the music limper.
Dolores Talbot-always doing the crazy chicken.
Ene Tramm-brain.
Pat Umphress-I'm quittin' anyhow.
Heidi Weikert-I haven't got it done.
Ada Zanuttini-the waltz stepper.
Patricia Nolan.
Florence Harrison.

9E's CLASS PARTY
Oh boy, what a night! Nothing but rain since shortly
after noon! Grade 9E was having its first class party and
the committee in charge felt that the rain had just washed
out any chance of the party being a success. However, there
was nothing to do but stick out our chins and get on with
the party. The room was decorated with bright orange and
black streamers. Confetti, streamers, and balloons cascaded
upon us as we entered. Surprisingly, quite a number of
people showed up. Well, we turned on the record player as
some of the girls wanted to dance. The mechanically-minded
boys said they would repair the record player, which was
supposedly broken. After half an hour of taking it apart
and putting the record player together we found the trouble;
the record player hadn't been plugged in. Oh! well! we can't
all be perfect. The domestic minded girls in the class made
the refreshments which were greatly appreciated. We felt
quite proud of ourselves as we were the first grade nine
class to have a party. Yessir, we felt quite proud of ourselves!
Louise Locke.
Eddie Wakulich.

9F CLASS NEWS
Rita Colussi-Always laughing.
Kathy Goyeau-·'Happy days are here again."
Emalene Anderson-Boys! Boys! Boys!
Karen Tubaro-Sweater girl.
Margaret Atherley-Gone with the wind.
Beverley Durance-Crazy Blonde.
PATRICIAN

Elizabeth Guenther-"Did you see Jimmy to-day?"
Lucille Ann Foster-Boys wanted.
Elaine Rymar-Slow but sure.
Ethel Puskas--Happy go Lucky.
Shirley Getty-Never on Time.
Beverley Searles-"Who's the boy in the hall?"
Delia Morrison-Always on the go.
Loretta Ridout-Chatter-box.
Carolyn Chauvin-Red-head bomb-shell.
Rose Goodfellow-Volleyball Champ.
Emma D'Amore-Why is she always talking French?
Donna O'Neil-Shy Type.
Alison Bryden-Always serious.
John McLeod-I love Business Practice.
Bob Mackie--"Let's fight. I have muscles."
Jim McAfrey-I'm for basketball.
Donald Wenner-I'm smart?
Wilfred Boetcher-Darn the detentions.
Ken Richards-"Where's Elizabeth?"
John Trott-I'm loaded with brains.
Palmer Neal-Always has homework done.
Bernard Hart-"Anyone for music?"
Alan McCoy-"Let's have some fun."
Darrel Newman-I'm Class President.
Sheldon Lewis--Where's my brain?
John Stone--"I've got the girls!"
Emerson Talbot-"Stop hors'n around."
Larry Mulvaney-"Let's go to French."
Gordon Freeman-"I'm lucky, No French."

9G CLASS NEWS
Carl Brownell-"Does anyone feel lucky to-day?"
Ron Butler-Mr. Arithmetic.
Don Clark-"What's the page, sir?"
Leray Ducharme-"What are you, man or mouse?"
Wayne Findlay-The happy farmer.
Robert Friend-Sleepyhead.
Gordon Henry-Strong silent man.
Kenneth Hitch-"Do we haftuh ?"
Olive Assarica (Wee Wee)-"Real cool cat".
Betty Bulmer-"I like them a ll."
Patricia Collins-"He's my boy."
Shirley Knight-Wow! The perfect president.
Irene Kubrines-Who put the devil in Irene's eyes?
Maureen Harding-Sh-boom.
Rose Peters-"There goes my doll."
Shirley Riberdry - Expensive things come in small
packages.
Dorothy Ross-"Want some?"
Gerald Laflamme--9G's paper boy.
Terence Murphy-"How are you fixed for blades?"
Garrie Nolan-"Let's do the Hambone."
Alan McDonald-'"Take it easy, greasy; you've got a long
way to slide."
Fernando Ouaglia-"Hey Willie, willie do it?"
Vincent Recchia-Valentino, 1955.
Wallace Rocheleau-"Boy did we have a ball Friday
night!"
Frank Sims-Hey, young fellow, the navy has news for
you.
Danny Souchuck-"Here's your chance."
Bob Johnson (Rocket )-''Take off."
Carl Brownell.
Olive Assarica.
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Compliments of

TIVOLI BARBER SHOP
AND BEAUTY SALON

0

Say It With Flowers

MAVIS ENKIN, Proprietor
Opposite the Tivoli Theat re
Phone: CL 4-6611

WINDSOR RETAIL
FLORISTS' ASSOCIATION

Compliments of

PARK VIEW CONFECTIONERY
1041 Ottawa Stre::)t
ICE CREAM AND COLD LUNCHES

Compliments of

CRESCENT LANES

PEOPLE'S CREDIT
JEWELLERS

.. A good place to bowl"

307 OUELLETTE AVE.

1055 OTTAWA STREET

WINDSOR

Students Receive
Special Attention At

ALUMINUM V-SEAL PRODUCTS

VARSITY

COMBINATION WINDOWS AND DOORS

FIBER GLASS AWNINGS
ORNAMENTAL PORCH RAILINGS

SPORTS CENTRE LTD.
The Right Equipment for Every Sport

71 Sandwich St. W.
Windsor

41 Fifth Street
Chatham

342 Richmond St.
London

Compliments of

HAWKESWOOD GARAGE
LIMITED
COMPLETE COLLISION SERVICE
Telephone CL 4-1108
270 ERIE STREET EAST
Windsor, Ontario
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CL 4-7624

2894 London St. W.

Save M oney At

WHITEMAN FURNITURE
Two Friendly Stores

1378 Ottawa St.
1190 Wyandotte St. E.

CL 3-3111
CL 4-1506

MASTER CLEANERS
-SUDDEN SERVICE"Windsor's Favorite Cleaners"

1081 Ottawa St.

Phone CL 3-6335

PATTERSON

CLASS 12A
President : Joe Loosemore
Vice.president:

Donna Dufour

Beck Rew: Fred Heiden, Jee lccsemcre, Welter Armes, Yugc
Kovach, Paul Ylllentine, Steve Kaminer, Ken Chesney.
Second Rew: Richard Krenz, Doug Wright, Ferrel
Polios, Gilbert Percy, Thomas Reid.

Mock, Tom

Front Row: Sherron Coates, Lorraine Butler, Helen Zopolochny,
Marlys Anderson, Don no Dufour, Jo-Ann Hosey, Dolly Jazwik, llga
Valdonis.
Absen t, Murrey Joffe, Bill Birchard.

CLASS 12-8
President: Emil Pcsiluyko
Vice- President: Norma Rigney
Front Rew: Shirley Archibold, Sendro Lawrence, Sonia Stefanovich,
Nancy Williams, Barbara Kennedy, Barbero Yaeger, Madeline
Ouncon, Peggy Meosor, Norma Rigney, Antonio Mucha.
Second Row: James Cook, David Walker, Yynn Garrow, Audrey
Smith, Leonard Durocher, Wcyne Penney, Hugh Gil lespie.
Bock Row: Bob Arnold, Bob Childerhose, Emil Pociluyko, Norman McCallum, Ken Brown, Gordon Jen kins, lorry Mitchell.

CLASS 12C
President:

John Burkhart

Vice-president:

Nancy Stocks.

Front Row, Margo MocPhee, Frances Axford, Nancy Stocks, Marg
Banwell, Joyce Best, Barbaro Hardy, Patricia Logan, Sondra Burdett,
Mary Baxter, Carol Kolko.
Second Row: Leonard Cheiftz, Benny Levine, John Burkhart, Jim
Grieves, Al Grant, Tom Belchuk, Peter Bohush, Ken Angus, Ran Ruta.
Third Row, George McMillan, Joe Talpas-, Robert Martin, David
Cook, Julius Oginski, George Turton, Stan Zdenek, llill Stefan.
Absent: George Henderson.

CLASS 11A
Pre5ident: Margorie Hedrick

Vice- President: Shio Solem
Top Row: Barry Mailloux, John Lombard, Shia Salem, Tony
Barber, Steve Mandich, Richard Clark, Larry Mclaughlin, Walter
Ewcsyke.
Centre Row:
Dave Burk, George Dennis, Anne Zeleney, Elsie
Johnson, Frances Kaufman, Pal Clement, Beverley Kipp, Jack Ortman,
Osborne Thoma,.
Front Row: Jerry Whiteman, Mara lyn Brown, Marjorie Hedrick,
Doneida Buchanan, Mavis Anderson, Jean Kucy, Beth Elisha, Shirley
Armour, Susan Hough, Georgina Papp, Joan St. Clair.

SCHOOL OF NURSING
METROPOLITAN GENERAL HOSPITAL
Windsor, Ontario

Compliments of

The School of Nursing, Metropolitan General
Hospital, offers a three year course, leading to
eligibility to write the Ontario Nurse Registration Examinations, to qualified high school
graduates.
Pattern of Course
Two years' nursing education, ( including educational experience in both classroom and hospital
wards ), followed by one year nursing internship.
An allowance of $100.00 per month will be given
in the third year.
Features of Course
No tuition fee. Books supplied by school.
Residence accommodation in modern school
building with excellent living and teaching
facilities.
Well qualified teaching staff.
Experience in all major branches of nursing including affiliation in Tuberculosis, Psychiatry,
and Community Health.
Opportunity for specialized e xperience in third
year in Medical-Surgical, Operating Room,
Maternity, or Children's Nursing.
Applications are now being received for the
September 1955 class.
Information may be secured from:

ESSEX REGIMENT
OF (R.C.A.C.) ASSOCIATION

DIRECTOR, SCHOOL OF NURSING
2240 Kildare Road, Windsor
Tel. CL 4-1855

Compliments of

BERN H AR D T'S
FURNITURE L TD.

Compliments of

WILF COOPER & SON LTD.
PLUMBING -

HEATING

469 PELISSIER ST.
Phone: CL 3-5482

GERANIUM TEA ROOM
HOME COOKED FOOD
11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. and
5 p.m. to 7 :30 p.m.
PELISSIER ST. AND PARK ST.

WINDSOR 'S BEST

"Where Tradition and Modern Meet"

:.·;·~ -~ ~-'..,:.

1645 WYANDOTTE ST. E.
CL 4-7568

L'tVEiO~t

A Clergyman and a Doctor of the same
name lived on the same street. The
reverend gentleman died, and the doctor
went abroad.
On reaching his destination, the Doctor
telegraphed to his wife, but the communication, through an error, was delivered to
the Clergyman's widow. The message ran:
"Arrived safely. Heat terrific."

STERLING
BU I LDING
MATERIALS

ABIE'S KOSHER
DELICATESSEN AND
RESTAURANT
"The Finest Food In Town"

566 WYANDOTTE ST. E.
CL 2-2953 or CL 3-0176
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LIMITED
You Can't Do Better Than Call

CL 2-7241
For

READY-MIX CONCRETE
CONCRETE BLOCK
and all your
BUILDERS' SUPPLIES
requirements.

PATTERSON
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CLASS 11 B
President, Morv. Richmon
Vice-president,

Claud io Roy

Bock Row , John McCollum, Ted Donald, Edward En kin, Paul Clark,
Bob Proctor, Stan Clair, Brinley Jones , Bill Sinkevitch, Arthur Roberts ,
Eric Skelton.
Middle Row , Ken Salway, George Fune , Morv Richmon , Bob Newmon, Rolph Winograd , John Essex, Tom Neilson.
Fro nt Row , Janel Gosselin, Elspeth Lowrenson, Sharron Uten ,
Claudio Roy, Geraldine Cowling, Pot Weese , Janel Archambault,
Carol Cameron.
Absent , Bill Golerno, Bob Hinton, Ion Wheol.

CLASS 11 C
President, Alec Deep
Vice-president, Barbaro Seech
Bock Row, Melvin Mortin, Ron O ' Neil, Clarence Bornstein,
Ronald Wogenburg, Alex Chopski, George Hollovacci, Morris
Prostok, David Lesonski.
Second Row, Gerold Simpson, John Carswell, Fred Beere, Doug
Show, Yom Cookson, Alec Deep, Ernie Rolle, Don Goll , Robert
Gourlay, Bruce Jaques.
First Row , Neileen Mulvaney, Arlene Lopotin, Gail Mortin, Coral
Almond, Barbaro Seech, Donna Bair, Marilyn Talbot.

CLASS 11 D
Closs President, John Perry
Vice-pre,ident, Corinne Randoll
Front Row, Belly Bam,ey, Virginia Philip,, Shirley Honour, Joan
Gibb, Ellen Chincourl, Cathy Sadler, Marilyn Hurt, Corinne Randoll,
Adeline Stumkot.
Second Row, Mr. Cumming,, Ken Rowland, Arnold Jeffrey, Marce l .
Compeau, Allen Longloi,, Doug Knox, Keith McPhoil, Don Mothe,on.
Third Row, Michael Holt, Andy Morrison, Ron Steffan,on, Fred
Harwood, Bob Adams, Norman Kendall, John Perry, Chris Wzocny,
Jochem Diederich, John Pastorius.
Ab,ent, Lorraine Gille,pie.

CLASS 10A
President, Orval McAfrey
Vice- president, Deonna W e lls
First Row , l. lo R., Eileen Courtenay, Myrna McComon, Judy
McPhoil, Lydia Gauer, Sheila Parent, Jeanelle Ferionce, Margery
Childerho,e, Barbaro Gregory, Deonna Wells, Marilyn Coplin.
Second Row, Bob Buck, Sheldon Hockberg, Joan Elvidge , Gail
Maclean , Marilyn Wenliniuk, Pauline Uttley, Jeon Thompson, Donna
Lansberry, Eileen Owen , Joa nne Whited, Gordon Sim, Bob Brown .
Th ird Row , Bob Gordner, Everett Wil,on, David Fletcher, Bob
Houston, Bert LoRochelle, Ken Haddad, Bob Sink evitch , Charles
Peterson, Dennis Kefolonite,, Wayne Gan , Charles Smith , Fred
Glaude, Robert Morris, Jim Cushman, Orval McAfrey.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
offers

INSTRUCTION IN ALL COURSES
LEADING TO THE DEGREES OF
BACHELOR OF ARTS AND
BACHELOR OF COMMERCE

TROPHY - CRAFT LTD.
CRESTS, PENNANTS, PINS & RINGS
SCHOOL XMAS CARDS,
TROPIITES, ETC.
Toronto

102 Lombard St.

50 ADMISSION SCHOLARSHIPS OF
A TOTAL POSSIBLE VALUE
OF $48,000.00

FURNITURE LIMITED

Bursaries for entrants and students
in course

1030 Wyandotte St. E.

BUY-RITE

RESIDENCES FOR MEN AND WOMEN
A copy of the illustrated University
College Bulletin will be mailed on request.
For further information write to

The Registrar
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

WINDSOR.

CANAOll

Shoes - Sporting Goods

• Luggage

333 Ouellette Ave.
Phone CL 3-7411
Windsor, Ont.

University of Toronto
Toronto 5, Ontario

Compliments of

A. KAUFMAN
CLOTHING FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
Free Parking

1355 OUELLETTE AVE.

35 Wyandotte St. E.

CL 3-1717

Phone CL 4-8655
Mr. Cameron: (Class translate this)"Haec in galliam importum est."
Compliments of

Bob Fulford: "Hike into Gaul, it's important."

FURS BY ARPIN
284 Pelissier

CL 3-5612
Windsor

ATTEND THE . . .

BAILLIE'S MUSIC CENTRE
RECORDS

PHONOS

CAPITOL

PALACE

TIVOLI

PARK

CENTRE

KENT

MUSIC
FAMOUS PLAYERS THEATRES

320 Pelissier St.

JIM BAILLIE
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Phone CL 2-0369

IN WINDSOR

WRAY RUTLEDGE

PATTERSON

CLASS 10B
Class President: Sammy Krizan
Vice-President: Gail Grieves
Front Row:

Sitting:

Richard Beresford, John Bates.

First Row: Mildred Bamsey, Pat Campbell, Maxine Renaud, Sonya
Sokovich, Lynn Jenkins, Jessie Ross, Janet Shearon, Arlene Chauvin,
Barbaro Beere, Jacqueline Taylor, Alfred Jones.
Second Row:
Phylis Doyle, [liz<:il,•eth Bond, Margaret Seese,
Sondra Wingrove, Diano Nicholson, Marilyn King, Donna Morgon ,
Sophie Yevermov, Gail Grieves, Donna Jeon Talbot, Judy Del l.
Third Row: Richard Grok, Gerold Seiter, Nick Toldy, Melvin
Dennis, Jim Kurok, Jim Holden, Robert Curle, Leonard Skinner, Peter
Tompkins, Peter Kuntz, Lorry Formagin, Don Newmon, Sammy Krizan,

Jim Evans.
Absent: Marshall Mclagan.

CLASS l OC
President: Bob Roy
Vice-president:
Front Row:
Kaplan.

Donna May Amlin

Bruce Beck, Herbie Shonboum, Bill Howard, Morton

Second Row: Annie Kuzniar, Joyce Wilson, Doris Armitage, Rcse
Kisch, Sondra Richardson, Miro Kovach, Carol Partington, Marilyn
Holmes, Pot Clair, Mory Jone Bell.

Third Row: Mr. Newmon, George Yevremov, Bill Cleminson, Bob
Roy, Ed. Kotz, David Gilbert, Dennis DeTort, Isaac Engleboum, Louis
Doughty, Jim Hrischenko, Paul Runstedler, Bobby Weepers, Stephen
Applebaum, Tony Cook, John Burprich.
Bock Row: Dic k Howarth, Fronk Johnson, Ron Somborsky, Doreen
Birchard, Nora Bird, Donna Amlin, Rhondda Fowler, Morvin Haggith ,
Everelt Hill, Lorry Skinner.
Absent: Susan Weber.

CLASS 10D
President:

Vice-presidenl:

Eunice Buttons

Charles Campbell

Front Row: Denise Dandurand, Morie Gagne, Kathleen Pidgeon,
Miss Long, Florence St. Pierre, Ruth Weber, Helen Fraser.

Second Row: Phyllis Jackson, Loi s Taylor, Eunice Buttons, Ela ine
Whited, Barbaro Wolters, Goi l Rowland, Pot Von Dyke.
Third Row: Charlie Campbell , Dovid Thorburn, Doug Wortley, Ken
Kilbreoth.
Absent: Doug Fitzgerald, Morie Roe.

CLASS lOE
Pr41sident:

Elaine Morse

Vice-president:

June Wayne

Front Centre: George Chantler, Bob Couvillion.
Front Row: Ida Moy Gagnon, Jeon Hogue, Jeon Wood, Rose
Butler, Shirley Rowland, Mr. Mencel, Irene Strotutat, Lorna A llen,
Kathy Hunter, Pot Hood, Esther Simpson.
Second Row, Gail Norry, Evelyn Sku lmoski, Betty Mooney, Marlene Myers, Gloria Chorbonneou, El len Polyok, Theresa Suzor, Barbaro Jackson, Vicky Tonnis, June Wayne.
Third Row: Joon Runstedler, Ruth Burkhart, Eloine Morse, Sondra
Marshall, Dorothy Quayle, Sheila Fletcher, Roberta Croome, Beverly
Panos, Joanne Murray, Sophie Black, Gail Sutton.
Absent: Ann Tinsley, Dovid Higgins, Sherron Dube, Gisele Bri sson.

Compliments of

Continuous quality
year after year

WINDSOR
AUTOMOBILE
DEALERS
ASSOCIATION
100 OUELLETI'E AVE.

COCA-COLA l TD.

COMPLIMENTS OF

UNION GAS COMPANY
OF CANADA LIMITED

'VISITES
INTERPROVINCIALES'
340 Jarvis Street, Toronto

WINDSOR DIVISION

WA 3-5878

FURNITURE
RUGS -

APPLIANCES

A bureau to arrange contacts for those
wishing to visit, or receive visits from

Buy With Confidence

French-speaking Canadian families, usu·

On EASY Terms

ally on a reciprocal basis and usually in

BAUM & BRODY'S

summer. For further information contact
Miss Adams.

CORNER CHATHAM & FERRY ST.
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CLASS 9A
Pre$ident:
First Raw, sitting:
Lombard, Bill Harne.

Ken EvaM

Perry Mann, Peter Beresford, Jae Margan, Jim

Second Raw: Pal Ogin$ki, Pat Size, Barbara Durfy, Ruth Karlsen,
Barbara Fowler, lonia Orde, Daisy Gro, Nancy Quick, Kathy Ne,bit,
Gail Garrow.
Third Row: Marvin McCabe, Jae Tadd, John Schumtz, Gary God dard, Eleanor Chamber, Gail Kalka, Judy Beckett, George McKee,
Paul Owen, Gordan Newman .
Fourth Raw, Frank Harnadek, Charle$ Gaune, Ken He,man, Frank
Kuncewicki, Mickey Barber, Earl Tripp, Walter Coak, Bab Maare, Ken
Evan$, Peter Bullat.

CLASS 98
Pre$ident:

Larry McKenzie

Vice -pre$ident , Mary Turnbull
First Row, Darlene Uruski, Jennifer Latham, Jean Gibbons, Janice
Eaton, Sandra Saltmarche, Theresa Bedarz, Ra$alie Benoit, Peggy
Stewart, Janet Mitchell, Marlene Woolley.
Second Row : Robert Munford, Karoline Bernhordlt, Barbara Ru$·
sell, Coral Talbot, Connie Radu, Mary Lou Broab, Sandra Maclean,
Patricia Seed, Mary Chaborek, Elaine Denni,, Norman Reid.
Third Row : Larry McKenzie, Otte Schlappner, Donald Pork, Jahn
Smith, Lloyd Brie$e, Donald Dupuis, Leonard Flatley, Terry Jenkin$,
Jahn Hubert, John Kaminer, Philip Alexander, Sidney Beaudoin, Ke n
Newby, Ronald Ellwood, Robert Hallen$head.

CLASS 9C
President:

Shirley Sadler

Vice-pre$ident: Walter Coplin
First Row: Pam Hastings, Morgo Murray, Marjorie Stoyonovich,
Judy lewis, Beverley Kearn s, Gloria Evon, Shirley Sadler, Chalene
Mundie, Wendy Walling, Victoria Lazuri k.

Second Row : Gail Champ, Lynne Ballantyne , Pat Ewa$yke, Lorraine Johnston, Marguerite Hogue, Carolyn ..Hickmon, Jan i ne Hunter,
Loui$e Lajoie, Irma Bielefeld, Audrey Merritt, Sharon Browning,
Catherine Clayden, Joyce Kearn$.
Third Row: Charles Hong, Alex Markou, Larry Lucier, Tom Siemash,
Michael Mandich, Ed White, Bob Ponasiuk, Michael Coak, Ronn ie
Verhoeckx , Allan John s, Ed Fedory, Walt Caplin.

CLASS 9D
Class President:

Frances Fink

Vice-pre$ident,

Pearl Hendy

First Row: Gertrude Goetz, Barbaro Fortier, Cathie Aitken, Irene
Browning, Elaine Stomcoff, Patricio Nolan, Florence Harrison, Barba ro
Manuel, Pearl Hendy, Frances Fink.
Second Raw, Ene Tamm , Heidi Weikert, Barbaro Pidgeon, Harriet
Olbey, Marion Egypt, Patsy Blewett, Patricio Ponnas.
Third Row, Ann Torrie, Dolores Talbot, Mr. Dow$on, Bert Lo •
rochel le, Charles Peterson, Hazel Pidgeon, Ado Zannutin i.

LET'S LOOK AT THE FACTS
The day of the Jack-of-all-trades is past! We are enjoying
an era of specialization.
Secondary school graduation and a general Arts course,
although they provide an excellent cultural and educational
background, do not, in themselves, provide the tools or the
"know-how" to earn a future livelihood. Additional specialized
training must be added.
The field of commerce and industry offers greater opportunities for the ambitious man or woman than ever before. To
take full advantage of these opportunities, specialized business
training, prior to entering the field is an absolute necessity.
The WINDSOR BUSINESS COLLEGE, established in 1903,
while old in years, history and experience is young in ideas,
methods and practices. Modern business demands up-to-date
knowledge. W. B. C. can, and will, do for you what it has done
for thousands of Essex County young people through the years
-train you for, and place you in, the desirable positions m
commerce and industry in this and other localities.

TRAIN IN THE SCHOOL THAT WILL DO THE MOST FOR YOU!

WINDS
•
R. J. SERVICE, Principal and Owner
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15 Chatham St.

Phone

East

CL 3-4921

CLASS 9E
President: Joyce Brook
Vice-president: Wolter Sokalo
Front Row: Rose- Marie Krizan, Joy Taylor, Joyce Brack, Marge
Bulmer, Helen Ottogalli, Susan Lulsch, Sheila Murray, Vera Boyce,
Louise Locke, Margaret Stefan.
Second Row : John Howson, Dolores Vidican , Heathe r Bawde n,
Mildred Arrand, Penny Purdy, Beverley Pitchford, Danlaro MocKellor,
Gail Fekete, Belle Smith, Pot Kotyk , Jonice Gault, Precille loBelle,
Dennis Sal es.
Third Row , Eddy Wakulich, Paul Talbot, Marshall Antosko, Walter
Sakolo, Roy Thompson , Bill Springer, Bob Block, Donald Pohomey,
Mike Kendell, Bill Maguire, Fred Birch, Bob Donovan.
Absent: Doug Galbraith, Emile Totoiu.

CLASS 9F
President: Darrel Newman
Vice -president:

Elizabeth Guenther

Front Row : John Trott, Wilfred Boetcher, Alan McCoy, John McLeod, Ron Pfofe.
Second Row: Rose Goodfellow , Emma D' Amore, Shirley Getty,
Elizabeth Guenther, Delio Morrison, Beverly Durance, Lorello Ridou t,
Koren Yubaro, Elaine Rymer, Margaret Atherley .
Third Raw: Darrel Newman, Allison Bryden, Carolyn Chauvin,
Emalene Anderson, Kathy Goyeau, Lucille Fost er, Pot Umphress, Ethel
Puskas, Beverl y Searles , Rita Cobessi, Donna O 'Neil, Jimmy McAffery.
Fourth Row : Ken Richards, Gord Freeman , Palmer Neal, Don
Werner, Arnold St. Onge, Sheldon Lewis, lorry Mulvaney, Bernard
Hort, Emerson Talbot, Robert Macky, John Stone.

CLASS 9G
President:

Shirley Knight

Vice -president, Terry Murphy
Front Row : Irene Kubinec, Shirley Riberdy , Betty Bulmer, Rose
Peters, Patricia Collins, Shirley Knight, Maureen Harding.
Second Row: Fernando Quaglia, Ronald Butler, Donald Clark, .
Robert Friend, Fronk Sims , Wayne Find lay, Gorrie Nolan.
Third Row, Vincent Recch ia, Corl Brownell, Kenneth Hitch , Gerald
Laflamme , Al lan MacDonald, Terry Murph,y, Robert Johnson, Gordon
Henry, Donny Souchuk, Leroy Ducharme.
Absent : O li ve Assorico, Dorothy Ross .
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HAMILTON'S DRUG STORE
DRUGGISTS
Phone CL 4-3902
Cor. London and McEwan

Cab driver to fare stepping into his cab: " Quo vadis,
Mac?"

Windsor

Compliments of
COTTAGE SPECIAL

BUCHANAN CONFECTIONERY

Delicious 11,mburgs • lOc
All tl,c C hi cken you coo eot · $ 1.00
Light Lunches

ICE CREAM, CANDY, SOFT DRINKS
1402 Wyandotte St. W.
CL 3-0589

490 Wyandotte St. West

Local
Histocy
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Please Patronize Our Aduertisers, Whose
Support Made This Yearbook Possible
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